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FOREWORD

Since World War II, US military planning has tended to view
the world as separate rather than related regions. In 1980, how-
ever, a new administration espoused a more activist and unified
defense policy, and supported a buildup to counter what it per-
ceived as a growing Soviet threat, manifested in such scattered
areas as Afghanistan, Central America, and Poland. In this con-
text. planning for a global conflict acquired an urgency unknown
since the last world war.

Colonel Stuart L. Perkins, US Army, questions whether the
United States has sufficient military forces to implement its de-
fense strategies through the middle 1980s. Colonel Perkins iso-
lates a major problem, that of reconciling competing demands
for US land combat forces around the world, He compares
through fiscal year 1987 those forces already programed with
deployment strategies already determined, then suggests sever-
al options for dd'ploying our ground forces in a worldwide con-
flict. All the military options posed in this book would require diffi-
cult political decisions involving allocations of limited resources.
To deter conflict through strong defense, our strategy and forces
nevertheless must be brought into better balance. Studies such
as the one at hand concretely spell out the implications of our
strategic planning and move us closer to better, wiser use of sol-
diers and equipment.

Richard D. Lawrence
Lieutenant General, US Army
President, National Defense

University
ii
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PREFACE

Planning for global war is an alt that has been allowed to
atrophy in the United States since 1945. Until recently, military
sltlls carried out most operational planning on the basis of dis-
crete regions. within a superficial global paradigm. First the con.
ceniration was on Western Europe. than on Vietnam. and since
1978. on Southwest Asia. Other requirements have been treated
cyclically as criseis arose. This compartmented planning style
has been reinforced by a national propensity for concentiating
only on immediate problems, with Government policymakers giv-
ing insufficient attentionw to ~io~ange possiblities.

In late IM.0 howeve. the Polish crism diverted attention
tram Southwest Asia, forcing the military planning comvmunity to
give mote attention to multiregion requiements. Now, planning
for a world~wide confliIs centralt to the Reagan adininist ratios
military strategy.

Budgetary comrpetition is the central and moat visible activ-
ity in Washington. Because planning for misson accomplish.
mnent with existing reseurces is not directly related to these
budgetary matters, it is not publicly touted. This study is an at-
tempt to stim~ulate public discussion about the employment of
conventional forces, I hoe to the sam extent to which people
are debalt the employment of strategic nuclear forces. In addis
tWon I tope the study will encourage similar efforts on the use, of
US Air Force arid Naval force,; in a worldwide conflict.

Department of Defense planniing for fiscal years
1963-1987, Including the fiscal year 1963 budget submitted in
January 1962, provided the latest pfogranrg information avail-
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able aboul the size and capability of the Army and strategic mo.
bility forces. The forces programed for fiscal year 1987 were
used to evaluate the administration's military strategy. The
administration's views and those of key individuals within the De-
tense Department were derived from all available public state-
ments and documents. I drew heavily on congressional hearings
on the fiscal year 1982 budget. (Hearings on the fiscal year 1983
budget had not been published when the research was complet-
ed.)

A study of this scope has necessarily involved numerous in-

dividuals. It is impossible to acknowledge everyone. However, I
especi!ally appreciate the advice and assistance rovided to me
by James E. Tyler and Army Lieutenant Colonel John D. Bergen.
Office Secretary of Defense; Air Force Lieutenant Colonels
Charlos W. Seifert and Robert J. Isaak. Marine Corps Lieutenant

Colonel William R. Hart. Army Lieutenant Colonel Donald W.
Boose, Air Force Coronel David S. Hinton, and Navy Captain
John S. Ekstromr-Oganization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; How-
ard Rudnick, Defense inteilgence Agency Colonel John R. Land-
ry, Lieutenant Colonel Douglas B. Campbell, Lieutenant Colonel
E. Ward Smith, Liutenant Colonel Robert A Walters Major
Jrames T. Hill, Major Richard T. Schaden, and Lieutenant Colonel
William T. Norman-Army Staff, Army Lieutenant Colonel Ed-
ward C. Morai (Ret) and Lieutenant ColOnel Daniel H. Simpson,
National Guard Bureau. Colonel Matthew P Caufeld and Lieu-
tenant Colonel Thomas L. Wilkeron-Ht 4Oquarters Marine
Corps: Dr. John Child, Ameican Universlty; Air Force Colonel
Antonio Lopez, Inler-Amerncan Defense Board, Dr, Stowen L.
Canby, civilian concultant; and Mrine Corps Lieutenant Colonel
Thomas V. Draude, National War College. Finally, I want to thank
the merArs ol the National Detense University Research Di-
rectorate, e1mecially Colonel Frederick T. Kiley, USAF, fto au-

berb suomrt.

XTUART L PIERKINS
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1. US DEFENSE POLICY

HE UNITED STATES has rarely had a coherent strategy

for the conduct of a war as it ensued. Military forces are
maintained, but comprehensive planning for their use has

been wanting. Because democracies see military power as a
necessary evil and assume wars are to be of short duration, they
tend to avoid strategic planning. This tendency is particularly
pronounced in the United States.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF FORCES TO DEMANDS

Historically, this US propensity for disengagement from the
realities of world affairs-strategic detachment-has not been
disastrous because the oceans acted as barriers to threats from
abroad and the countiy was blessed with nonthreatening neigh-
bors. In the nuclear era, however, national defense has taken on
an entirely different character. All nations are vulnerable, to the
extent that the very idea of national sovereignty is in question.
Even US geographical advantages have been essentially nulli-
fied; the (,Inited States has taken on the characteristics of a con-
tinental power. For example,

1. US foreign policy is increasingly anticipatory or precau-
tionary, as if neighboring states were hostile.

2. Like a continental power, the United States is more con-
cerned about the specifics of the status quo; that is, the country
seeks to maintain current balance-of-power arrangements.

3. US domestic and foreign policies are now interwoven.'
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Nevertheless US policy vacillates between Wilsoian idealism
and Bisrnarckian tetpoirk. inh.i.ting or even preventing long-
term planning and programing for defenise., This cycle has pro.
duced a division between policy and strategy on the one handI.. and forces and other resources necessary tot implementation on
the other. This dichotomy has been termed the stra!Wgkwoce
mismatch. Because modern warfare permits no time for sigi'iti.
cant prparations once a conflict occurs, adherents of a strong
defense argue for immediatel available forces that match the
denids of the stated national m'~itary strategy,
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us DEFENSE POLICY 3

to influence events worldwide is growng. Not all turmoil is Corn-
munist inspired, but the world will continue to experience insta-
bility and the Soviet Union will continue to exploit that instability
wherever the opportunity arises. Yet the United States has
witnessed and acquiesced in what former Secretary of Slate
Alexander M. Haig, Jr,, has described as "perhaps the most
complete reversal of global power relationships ever seen in a
period of relative peace." I

Some comparisons show that the USSR has gained at lesist
marginal strategic superiority.' But the danger is not so much a
strategic nuclear conflict as it is potential Soviet coercion of the
United States and its allies during a crisis. Many experts contend
that the military gap is so great that, even it all the current pro-
grams are implemented, the United States will remain interior
throughout the entire decade. According to some estimates,
even annual increases of 14 percent in defense investments
would not correct the existing imbalance until the 1 990s.

The Soviet theater nuclear forces oppiosite Western Europe
and Southwest and Northeast Asia provide full coverage against
every potential opponent in areas adjacent to tne USSR. The SO.
viets' conventitinal capability is massive. particularly in ground
forces, OnalblirS them to threaten control of any land battle in
Eurasia. Unfortunately, US vital interests overseas lie largely on
the periphery of the Eurasian landmass. Although the US Navy
remains superior, the Soviets have a growing naval capability
that may soon include a large aircraft carrier, thus reinforcing a
Soviet trend to build forces for projecting power byon the Eur-
asian continent,

The Soviets also have numerous well-armed surrogates and
allies throughout the world. North Korea, Cuba. Libya, Ethiopia.
South Yemen, and Vietnam are strategically sittated ad arned
to significantly influence activities in a ge9"t t war.

NATIONAL DEFENSE POLICY A& SEEN BY THE REAGAN
ADMINISTRATION

The Rleagan administration believes that the United States
is In a prewar situation not unlike the tI93M and that ii is ropo,
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tant to act decisively to prevent a major conflict.'This perception
stems from the Soviet threat which, as manifested directly in Af-
ghanistan and indirectly on the periphery of the United States. is
becoming more ominous. The administration does not seek to
overemphasize the military dimension of national security but
seeks to promote recognition of the worldwide scope of Soviet
military capabilities. Moreover, this massive military power has
been turned to political advantage, For the foreseeable future,
the Soviet Union remains the only country that can threaten di-
rectly the security of the United States.

Restoration of the credibility of US power is the key to US
defense policy. The administration believes that it must work to
mold an environment !hal furthers US interests, to this end it is
supporting a more activist and anti.Soviet approach on a global
scale. In recognition that the Soviet global threat cannot be
countered unilaterally, the United States is working with a broad
range of individual states, downplaying internal limitations on hu-
man rights, for example, while seeking to develop regionel count-
ers to Soviet imperialism.

The administration believes that, it left unchecked, Soviet
military power could paralyze the West. The Kremlin is applying
Sun Tzu's maxim: "To subdue the enemy without fighting is the
acme of skill." The Soviets realize that military power has gfeat
utility as latent force; they know that it does not have to be er-
ployed directly to have significant effect.

The challenge to the United States is to develop a consen.
sus about the Soviet threat and to muster suppr)ft fot dealing
with it. The basic goal is peace with freediom. Peace is not seen
as an end in itself; rather. the objectve is life of a certain luality

Aithough the Soviet threat is seen as real. some observers
believe that the Soviet Un n is in a historic decline. A potential
dangr pointed up by proponents of IiS view is that the Kiemflin
will seek to exol l a cococtede veeta threat and will ergage in

otuhet miitairy action, thereby diverting attention from internal
poblems.

Becuw the Soviets are agguewv, US cy and strategy
are often eactive. But the United Stlaes must also be oepared
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to exploit available strategic warning, to mobilize rapidly, and to
deploy the requisite forces wherever the threat develops. As a
result, the administration is emphasizing force readiness and im-
provement of the industrial base.

The United States is unlikely to close the gap in the
US-USSR conventional forces soon; correctives probably lie be-
yond fiscal year 1987, For now, the emphasis is on increasing
the capabilities of existing forces and expanding these forces as
quickly as possible in conjunction with overall national economic
requirements. The emphasis is on deterring the Soviets from de-
veloping the ability to fight and defeat the enemy.

The United States does not intend to match the Soviets nu-
merically, particularly with land forces. The object will be coun-
tervailing power not tied to 1 1/2 wars or any other such measure.
The United States must be prepared to confront the Soviets in

Southwest Asia, Europe, Northeast Asia, and Southeast Asia-
even in Africa and Central America, though probably not in the
last two regions in a general war. Any US-Soviet conflict is con-
sidered likely to spread very quickly. The primary locus overseas
is NATO, with the security of the Persian Gulf seen as integral to
the defense of Europe.

The United States intends to confront the Soviets wherever
they menace vital national interests and those of its allies. To this
end the Defense Department is developing programs that permit
the United States to meet worldwide threats simultaneously; it
must be able to conduct multiregion operations without curtailing
military capabilities in any critical region. But the planned force
buildup will not apply equally to all services. As Secietary of De-
lense Weinberger has stated, "Our primary instrument to project
our military power to distant, but vital, regions remains the
Navy." I

In view of the propensity of the Soviets to emphasize the
role of military power, the danger o nuclear war remains very
real, There is convincing evidence that the Soviets have never

ceased to believe that nuclear war could be fought and won.
Some US planners consider arms control not only insuflicient for
curbing the massive Soviet capabilities, but possibly an obstacle

I - I I~ I II
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to getting on with the required catchup effort-this, notwith-
standing the political importance of the arms control process i!-
self. Current US defense policy requires nuclear forces capable
of-

1. Deterring strategic strikes on the United States and its
allies;

2. Deterring large-sc3le conventional attacks;

3. Preventing coercion with nuclear forces against either
the United States or its allies:

4. Limiting damage, in the event of nuclear war, by main-
taining an enduring war-fighting capability.

The administration's activist, anti-Communist policy also re-
quires another capability-the ability to coerce the Soviets (or
any other opponenl) in a crisis. This raises a major philosophical
argument-the need for nuclear superiority, Indeed, in the view
of former Secretary of State Haig, the acceptance of a goal of
less than superiority, such as essential equivalence, has been
debilitating to the Nation.' The need for a strategic war-fighting
capability has been difficult to articulate because a significant
element of US society has opposed building any nuclear war-
fighting capability. Because of the severe reaction at home and
overseas to the administration's early open discussions of nu-
clear war-fightling, public statements later shifted to emphasize
deterrence. But defense programs indicate that a capacity for
nuclear war-fighting remains a central objective: 'The melody,
if not the policy .. is changing." 10 The United States is building
a nuclear war-fighting capability "for deterring or prosecuting a
global war with the Soviet Union." 1 Such a countervailing ca-
pability through a strategic exchange that entails defeat of the
enemy requires, in my judgment, de facto nuclear superiority.

Countering the massive Soviet threat requires the support
of the entire free world; c;'active security is the obvious answer.
It ls neither possible nor desirable for the United States un-
ilaterally to counter the Soviets worldwide. To this end, arms
sales (foreign aid in general) are an integral part of the combined
defense effort envisaged by the administration. The object is to
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buttress those states that oppose the expansion of Communist
influence and to promote support for US policy. Our security in-
terests and the need for mutual support dictate that the United
States continue its commitments to Europe and its support to
those countries outside Europe that are important to US policy
objectives,

United States defense policy is not, as has been argued,
designed to avoid extensive new commitments." Indeed, the
internal dynamics of the policy require the opposite. The admin-
istration is eager to demonstrate reliability to US allies and
friends, and to portray a revitalized national will to the Kremlin.
Extensive US commitments to Egypt and the steps taken to as-
sist the Sudan in 1981 demonstrated reliability to US friends;
the Libyan incident in the Gulf of Sidra, also in 1981, illustrated a
revitalized national will. If the United States continues such activ-
ities in the future, however, it may overextend available re-
sources." The danger is not in selective engagement but in
unlimited involvement wherever Soviet activities or gains are dis-
cerned. This desire to counter every perceived Soviet move is
exacerbated by the ambiguity surrounding the question of which
interests are vital.

Our allies and friends are not enthusiastic about such an ex-
pansi ie, activist policy to counter the USSR worldwide. They
sometimes condemn a US propensity to apply military medicine
to what they perceive to be politico-economic problems. Further-
more, their perception of the threat is less alarmist. One can see
that Soviet military power has already undercut the resolve of
many Western countries and other potential allies throughout the
world:

1. In Europe, only the United States, among NATO allies,
has significantly increased its defense effort, The allies are lag-
ging on defense programs agreed to even before the Soviet inva-
sion of Afghanistan.

2. In the Middle East and Southwest Asia, the threat is be-
lieved to come from Israel or a neighboring state; neither super-
power Is welcome.

iI
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3. In Japan, the defense budget remains below 1 percent of
the gross domestic product.

4. In China, defense spending has been cut, and the coun-
try is reducing the size of its defense establishment; Beijing is
unlikely to become involved in a US-Soviet conflict.

5. In Africa, the United States is seen as a reactionary
backer of white-ruled South Africa, not as a support of majority
rule.

6. In Latin America, real socioeconomic problems rather
than Communists are seen as the causes of unrest.

THE ISSUE

With this background on the sLrategy and forces relation-
ship, the projected military situation, and the defense policy of
the United States, we can examine in detail current US military
strategy for the period through fiscal year 1987 and the Army
combat forces (and strategic lift) projected to be available to im-
plement the strategy. We can also expect that the normal ten-
sions within a democracy between national security needs and
social welfare will be further strained in the 1980s by the reces-
sion now plaguing the Western economies. Thus, it is important
to seek alternatives for the most effective use of Ihe military re-
sources available to the nation. After we review US Army force
utilization by examining the current US military strategy for a
worldwide conventional conflict, we can then consider the op-
tions for better using Army forces to accomplish US strategic ob-
jectives and speculate on implications for other forces, ours and
foreign.



2. US MILITARY STRATEGY

J OINT CHIEFS OF STAFF Publication I defines military
strategy as "the art and science of employing the armed
forces of a nation to secure the objectives of national

policy by the application of force, or the threat of force."I That is,
military strategy involves the use (employment) of existing capa.
bilities as distinct from "strategy" and "national straegy,
which subsume the development of resources (including military
forces) as well as their use.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) includes a recommended
military strategy in the Joint Strategic Planning Document (JSPD)
that is normally submitted annually to the Secretary of Defense.
The JCS seeks to have the recommended military strategy in-
cluded in the annual Defense Guidance, which provides guid-
ance for the next 5-year force planning and development cycle
for the military services. But the military strategy in the JSPD is
not directly related to operational planning or actual employment
of forces, So. in the one instance that a general military stategy
is prepared, it is for the wrong purpose.

In keeping with their legislated responsibilities to provide for
the strategic direction of the armed forces, the JCS normally pro.
vides annual strategic guidance for the employment of assigned
(existing) forces to the commanders of the unified and specified
commands and the Commander. Rap Deployment Joint Task
Force (RDJTF)."

* The RDJTF was upgraded on I January 1983 to Unified Corn
mand for Southwest Asia; the Commander, RDJTF is now Commander
in Chief, US Central Command (CINCCENT).

3S
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And. as for the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan, although
the plan responds to guidance provided by the Secretary of
Defense, such as in the now.outdated Policy Guidance for Con-
tingency Planning, neither the Secretary nor anyone in OSD
reviews it.

Out of this seeming confusion over strategy and its use or
misuse, two schools of thought have evolved within the defense
establishment, the -one strategy" school, and the "multiple
strategies" school.

Proponents of the one strategy school argue that the JSPD
strategy is the only valid US military strategy. that any deviations
from it are risk equations; that to articulate a .tfategy that ac-
complishes the task with current forces would undermine stated
requirements for additional resources and that it is neither pos-
sible not desirable to lay out a "'blueprint' for war-fighting with
available resources.

Proponents of the multiple strategies school argue that the
United States should have an array of strategies. one each for
the planning (JSPO), the programed (budget constrained) force.
and the current force. The multiple strategies proponents also at,
gue that the planning strategy, somewhat circumscribed, entails
force requirements that may never be achieved, that planners
and policymakers must differentiate between force planning and
force empoyment; and that the United States must have a
strategy for employment of current forces Some pundits in this
latter school e * ague tt a minnumrisk force tuncon,
sirainedl) strategy The Navy an the Air Force nowmirtly adhere
to the one strategy school, but the Army, sonwime poied by
the Marine Corps, falls in the multiple straltgs camp

Some confusion also exists over just what US national so.
cur y policy is, but Contrary to what the Ca41lieg say, the vlicy is
not diticult to understand Unfortunately, thefe is no 6ioad-
baed national Consensus on~ interests ar-d oojective from
which strategy should be dernd. ThuS, each incoming ainanis-
lation articulates its views anew an buids a policy framework
to suppoit them. (The lack of continuity is weltl ilustrated oy the

iA
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abrupt shifting about when Ronald Reagan succeeded Jimmy
Carter.) Moreover, each administration finds it politically advan-
tageous not to be too explicit and thereby create a target for its
antagonists., This ambiguity frustrates some analysts and
bureaucrats,

The Reagan administrvtion has provided a defense policy
that sets forth in general terms the administration's perceptions
of national interests and objectives. However, a core of opposi-
tion remains within the Government, a so-called network, which
views the world differently and opposes an activist anti-Commu-
nist policy. In a country where the national motto could be Out of
One Many, it may never be possible to secure broad consensus
on a national security blueprint, Although ideally it is desirable to
have an agreed, precisely hewn framework, in reality, construct-
ing such a Iramework will remain a perennial problem.

The administration does not want to provide potential adver-
saries with details of national strategy. Nor do the authorities
want to articulate a rigid conceptual structure that would stultify
thinking and distract from reality.3 Thus, stated broadly and in
line with policy, the focus of US strategy is on containment of the
Soviet threat on the Eurasian landmass, particularly in three
major regions: Western Europe, Southwest Asia, and Northeast
Asia. (See figure 2-1 )Containment on Eurasia, rather than mari-
time superiority, therefore, is the true core of the US military
strategy for global conflict. Although there may be contingencies
involving other regions in the future, no major US Army formation
would be available for employment outside the three areas of
concentration without degradation of capabilities in the more
critical regions.

The United States maintains a flexible strategy of countet.
vailing power which, although designed to permit strikes
wherever the Soviets are vulnerable, basically means mainte.
nance of a capabllity to respond in kind to aggression. Because
of an acknowledged nuclear inferiority, conventional forces play
a greatly increased role in the strategy In my judgment, the
nuclear oplion is not a viable war-lighlting alternative, except in
response to Soviet first use or to a direct threat to US national
survival,
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Floure 2-1. Containment Strategy
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Having ru!ed out any fixed sizing parameters for strategic
planning, e.g., 1 Y/2 or 2 wars, US military strategists now prepare
to respond wherever national security is threatened worldwide.
The United States wil! concentrate its forces to defend the areas
considered most vital, e;xploiting the principle of mass collective-
ly with its allies and friends.

Priorities for the commitment of forces must be established,
whatever the level of defense spending. Although many ob-
servers now recognize the futility of trying to spread US forces
thin enough to cover all regions on the globe,' there is a contra-
dictory US defense planning emphasis on exploiting the unique
capabilities of USWestern forces in areas of greatest Soviet vul-
nerability-''"horizontal escalation.' At the same time, the
United States will not necessarily limit its response to regions
chosen by the aggressor. The strategy calls for the nation to be
prepared for a worldwide war of unlimited duration, in a conven-
tional, chemical, and nuclear environment.

The Reagan administration is working to improve the US
ability to respond to Soviet aggression, which as slated earlier, it
assumes may quickly escalate to global conflict. Since the
United States is already well entrenched in Europe and Korea,
military stalls are now concentrating on the third vital strategic
zone overseas, Southwest Asia. The United States seeks to in-
crease its military presence there to enhance its ability to re-

spond rapidly to aggression. Because of both the distance from
the area and the limited resources in Southwest Asia, US strate-
gists plan to deploy quickly forces based in the continental
United States to the area of likely conflict to join any forces for.
ward-deployed in the region. Although some Army forces, parti-
cularly the rapidly deployable units, will be among those dis-
patched early on, the emphasis will be on naval (and air) power

The United States will project military power to those re-
gions where the £tales have relatively weak defenses, particular-
ly where only the United States can provide credible opposition
to a Soviet incursion. This strategy theoretically represents a sig.
niticant change in regional Driorities, away from primary concen-
tration on Western Europe, Indeed, resources, particularly
ground and air power, are being substantially reallocated to the
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RDJTF, which is intended primarily to protect Southwest Asia,
Through fiscal year 1987, the administration is developing no
new land forces to support the expanded commitments entailed

* by Southwest Asia. Further, the increased requirement for stra-
tegic lift may also entail diversions from !he European reinforce-
ment mission. Defending US vital interests adjacent to the Soviet
Union with limited resources is not easy.

But maintaining distant forces is part of a strategy of for-
ward defense which seeks to avoid fighting on the beaches of
Massachusetts or California. While political constraints within
NATO mute d;scussion of this subject, President Reagan did
state that we are in Europe "because that NATO line is our first
line of defense." 4

Unfortunately, this overseas orientation has blurred the
meaning of nation31 defense. Consider, for example, that even
while the nation allocates over $200 billion a year for defense,
the cootinental United States is essentially undefendablef In
addition to strategic missiles, a manned bomber could probably
attack any target in North America without detection IIn the con-
text of a global war, however, the US military presence overseas
is designed to engage the enemy as far from the US homeland as
possible. Thus, in the missile era, the forward defense concept
has validity Since the Soviets achieved nuclear parity in the late
1970s a war may now be won or lost with conventional forces in
distant locales. Hence, although there may be some altruism in
the US global stfallgy, US treasure is being diverted overseas
for national defense, broadly efined.

The military strategy lot the employment of forces to
various theaters ovefseas is a preliminary scheme of action de-
veloped lot planning putress in the event a crisis develops, the
actual situation will determine whnere forces are deployed. Since
the initiative lies with the Kremlin, forct could be employed in a
manne far different than postulated in military strategy

- ,-a- ..ia, ~ .
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CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES AND THE WESTERN
HEMISPHERE

Because there is no apparent, significant ground threat to
US notionai territory per so, Army forces concentrate on protect.
Fnq US vital interests overseas-the forward defense. In the
event general war results. Army responsibilities in the conti-
nental United States would be limited to civil defense support, so
no major units are permanently assigned to continental US-
based missions. Units awaiting deployment are available for
temporary use by the Commander in Chief, Unitpo States Readi-
ness Command (USCINCRED) for tasks that may arise. After all
initial deployments are completed, at least one or two infantry di-
visions may be available in the continental United States as stra-
tegic reserves until mobilization generates new units.

Outside the continental Ur4ted States. a brigade is perma-
nently !ocated in Alaa and one briodo is permanently located
in Panama for defense of tht canal. Forces are also avatlae to
contingencies which might require reinforcement of Alaska or
Panama

NATO AND WESTERN EUROPE

On# of the permanent lixtutus in US defense policy is the
Conmrtment to NATO and acwrence to the NATO strategy of
flosible reslonse The emphasis is on deterrence, but contrary to
the rheloc, response to aggression is not &utkc Each

ance member is to take- Sch aCtIon as it ODOMs neSay''

In the event of w*a. NATO strategy would deploy iWn-ce

forces to their freptiO general defensve postiomww d Con,
duct a direct deese Eatie. the Iocus was on opiatone on te

Eu asian landmas. with ai othe ACtites. includ%; naval op-
ates sen as suppotivm. Su as US strategy take on a ofal
focus. Central Europe becomtes merely w a odaai to a on.
maily maitwme tritegy, It Is not at " lcleat how ti slh in o-
cus wt enhane Conlaaent of a conmonal power At the
nne-eman bw.@er but an winiimahabe dvetrsiom a
NATO- .enteed strategy na. occurred
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Direc defense seeks to minimize lm5 of territory on fte
European continent, The strategy does not permit trading signi.o
cant space lot tirve. hence a rlassical moble defense is !uled
out. in Eur ope, one finds not only a lack of geostrategic depth but
also an understandable antipathy among the West Germans to
giv up ltrritcry, even temporarily (This is not to deny the Bunde-
swehi's recognition of the belt-like Qluality of a modern defensive
System.")

A capabiit for escalation is important for deterre nce, but
the West no longer possesses a Credible option for nuclear first
use, Thus President Reagar.'s statement in tate 1961 about limit,
ig a war, even a nuclear wat. to Europe was a statement of
strategi reality. Indeed, that View fully accords With the fl10ibl
response Strategy." UnfrVItunately, although the UnIled Stat"s
may have long viewed theater nuclear forces s "usable" to the
Europeans they were And remain ony Dart of !he deterrence
M~ation. The European Allies never support the concept of ac.

tually fighting a limited nuclear war in Europe.
The NATO strategy of tleabe response -retftcts a carefully

worked out COMon'irose that Wasl accepted Only aft VeOrS of
US pressure to shift away from m~&si retaliation. Straegists
in the United States envisag war in Europe as a potentially
'aMe" theater conflict, ou the AAlls view it as "genral' "n
..stategc. IJAt fte Same tlme that the United States foCuses

on wat~tiging. the Mis empehamv~ deverrence because they
realize that either a prolongd cWOnventinl War or a theater niu,
cleat conflict woold destroy ECoope "~ Stat"g Of the United
Stte seeks to limit a war to Europe. and us leades can"at.
pla*e Continued IJS'Sovr hoaatilhe if E%0o0e should be lost
Wwldawal Irm Europe woold not end the contlct

To be swe, namoiba inet-1theI tha Concern SAot
Owe incurly of US trity-als mowiate, the Allies who, tor
tr own wnie'et. w"n the United Staein wolved in any Euto.
owa confict. Fco the Unitd Staten, oart of the va"u ol havig

nuclear texaipe ' ThuS, so mntIM soldaty. a pa'lies have
shifte to an uiwoean museujrn of nmdiary metaphors
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Although massive retaliation has been abandoned, the
Europeans have never accepted the requirement to develop a
fully capable conventional defense. Indeed, they beiieve that an
effective conventional defense would undermine deterrence by
decoupling the US strategic force from the deterrence equation
in Eu;ope. NATO authorities never intended to eliminate reliance
on strategic nuclear deterrence by developing conventional cap-
abilities that could repel a major Warsaw Pact invasion. Respon-
sible parties on both sides of the Atlantic understood all along
that domestic political and economic realities would limit the ex-
tent of conventional defenses.

The United States, however, has continued to press the Al.
lies over the past 20 years, particularly since the mid.1970s. to
take steps to provide for an effective conventional defense. Yet,
former Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR), General
Andrew Goodpaster seems to have accepted conventional doe-
fense only as an "intermediate' capability. '6

More recently, as the Soviet threat has grown and detente
has become jaundiced, the United States has increased pres.
sure with initiatives to enhance conventional capabilities: the 3
percent solution, the Long-Term Defense Program, the so-called
Phase I and Phase It measures before and alter the Soviet inva.

sion of Afghanistan; the burden sharing increase, and the
coercive warnings about the shift Of US resources to Southwest
Asia." To some observers, it all smacks of throwing money at the
problem." The Allies will continue to focus on the nuclear ele-
ment, hoping to secure defense "on the cheap"'-plus ca
change, plus c 'est la meme chose.

The US Army is assigned two corps sectors in West Get.
many, organized with two armored and two mechanized divi.
sions and two armored cavalry regiments. The other major US
ground force commitment is an Allied Forces Central Europe
reserve corps, of which one armored and two mechanized
brigades are forw3rd deployed, The SACEUR has stated a re-
quirement for 10 US divisions to be in Europe by M + 10 days
(or D.Oay).'1 This requirement is the basis lot the POMCUS
(prepositioning of materiel configured to wit sets) objective of
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six division sets of equipment, to nermit the rapid deployment 0f
six divisions to join the four now in Europe.

Upon a decision to reinforce NATO, follow-on Army units
would flow to Europe. These forces would include all the remain-
tig continental US-based reserve forces, less probably one or
two divisions to be retained temporarily as a strategic reserve.
Thus, without a simultaneous Persian Gulf contingency and with
two infantry divisions in the Pacitic. some 20 to 24 US Army (and
Marine Corps) divisions (plus separate brigades and regiments)
could eventually be located in Europe.ho Pacific-based 'swing'
forces also could be deployed there." (As will be seen, the US
Army continues to focus its resources almost entirely on one the-
alt, with forces dual-committed for tasks outside Europe.)

The NATO requirement coopts not only the bulk of US
combat forces but essentially all the available strategic airlift
and seitlf , supplies, and equipment. More balanced allocation
of forces for planning is inherent in the evolvingj global strategy.
but despite the warnings, no reductions in US land force commit-
ments to NATO have actually been made. In fact, formal US
commitments to NATO have been increasing even as the need
w-,s heing recognized for diverting some forces for use in South,
west Asia.

In 1 981 SACEUR proposed a conittve-sial Rapid Reinforce-
ment Plan under wite som~e US Army divisions would U~ made
available lor planning to reinforce the NATO fltanks, primarily in
the Mediterranean. While the Airmy has carried out ratid rein.
Itoremfient exercises in the Mediterranean region in the pat. no
infrastructure exists to supportn any major US Airmy forces that
might dep"o thets. Fuithei, an maior reinforcemnent of the
flanks would weaken the aluoaay tenuous osition in the critical
Cential Region. I Weievro that the Untited States vie6 wsie NATO
hlank~s as econoy-otce fegions, the Rka Reinforcement
Plan. thaelet4. wag opposed within the Army hief atchy'-quite
fuslihbly, in my judgment Neveitheless, the United States api
pitovod t* plan in 1962.
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SOUTHWEST ASIA

The administration views the region from Turkey to
Pakistan, including the Horn of Africa, as a strategic entity.
Recognizing the difficulty of unilateral action there, the Reagan
administration originally sought to gain regional support by
building a "strategic consensus" against the Soviet threat.2 2 Al-
though the consensus did not evolve, the administration still
hopes to develop an integrated regional defense, particularly air
defense, against Soviet and Soviet-supported penetrations. (This
is the regional slice of the global military strategy.) The object is
not to secure formal alliances or to establish a large-scale US
force presence, but rather to help states in the region, principally
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, in resisting Soviet-inspired threats and
to promote general cooperation. Such cooperation would not
only enhance deterrence: it could reduce requirements for out-
side forces. However, part of the rationale for the earlier
strategic consensus was to promote a milieu that would facilitate
rapid deployment of the RDJTF.

The administration believes the Soviet threat has shifted
from Europe to Southwest Asia, In this case US military strategy
for Southwest Asia in a worldwide war focuses on maintaining
continuous access to Persian Gulf oil by preventing Soviet con-
trol of the oil, either directly or indirectly. The US response to
Soviet aggression in Southwest Asia, according to President
Reagan, will be automatic-a unilateral effort, if necessary.
Although allied and friendly nation support would be needed in
Southwest Asia, only the United States is capable of providing an
effective military response to a Soviet incursion there. However,
the United States continues to encourage allied participation in
planning for the defense of the Gulf oil resources and expects
the Europeans and the Japanese to provide some assistance.

Despite the announced US policy, the United States might
not be invited to intervene in Southwest Asia to counter a Soviet
invasion. In any case, the task would be extremely difficult be-
cause logistical capacity in the area is limited: the air lines of
communications are 7,000 miles long, and the sea lines of com-
munications are 8,000 (Suez open) to 12,000 miles long. Upon

lb .*
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receipt of strategic warning, assuming an early decision to mobi-
lize and deploy forces, the United States would rapidly deploy a
balanced force to Southwest Asia to place in the path of the ex-
pected Soviet invasion force. This is a form of "preemptive
deterrence." 11 Major Army forces would come in behind naval
and air forces deployed earlier. The object would be to establish
a situation in which the Soviets were forced to decide on a histor-
ic encounter between US and Soviet forces.2 ' Some authorities
consider the size and nature of the US forces for this task as
relatively unimportant.

In contrast to operations in Europe where a sophisticated
infrastructure exists, in Southwest Asia the United States would
initiate operations with only a small Army contingent, a naval
presence, an Air Force element, and equipment from maritime
prepositioned ships located at Diego Garcia. The force would
rely for support on the "mobility triad" of airlift, sealift, and pre-
positioned equipment. Although sustained land operations re-
quire large support bases, no such bases are likely to be avail-
able early on. Egypt has offered the use of Ras Banas, and the
United States is quietly seeking support ''facilities" closer to the
Gulf region. Without nearby support facilities, effective ground
operations will not be possible.2 This limitation is significant be-
cause, as in Europe, the threat is land oriented; preventing Soviet
control of the oil requires going onto the Eurasian landmass and
occupying blocking positions well inland to inhibit Soviet move-
ment to the Gulf. The JCS believe this action requires balanced
multiservice forces.26 The Army has a significant role in counter-
ing the highly mechanized and armored forces of the Soviet
Army.

As in Europe, the advantage lies with the Soviets. Indeed

the West's ability to prevent a strong thrust south is highly ques-
tionable. Therefore, US global strategy dictates consideration of
worldwide escalation. It should be noted, however, that the
administration appears to be backing away ftor the "auto-
matic" aspect of horizontal escalation."

Although the United States views any US-Soviet oonfronta-
tion as having global implications, the United States does not
necessarily seek to expand a conflict that may originate in

YA
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Europe, at least not with major ground forces. But the nation's
leaders will consider horizontal escalation of any Soviet confron-
tation that begins elsewhere-confirming the NATO Allies' worst
fears. Thus, in my judgment, a contradiction in US strategy exists
regarding ground forces: On the one hand, US strategy seeks to
limit any European conflict, concentrating the damage in one re-
gion; on the other hand, the United States would seek allied as-
sistance in any major confrontation that begins outside Europe, a
conflict the United States may join without seeking allied advice.
In a conflict that begins initially in Europe, in all probability no
major Army forces would be held back for operations elsewhere.

The RDJTF is not supposed to be considered a nuclear trip
wire but rather a deterrent force-a 'signal." The near-term out-
look for a successful defense in Southwest Asia is pessimistic,
but US vital interests dictate making a major effort to counter a
Soviet incursion, even though the force may be deployed and fail
to stave off disaster. Great uncertainty remains about whether
nuclear weapons would be employed in the region."8

Operations in Southwest Asia are highly sensitive to the
timeliness of decisions to mobilize and deploy. Upon receipt of a
warning, the President could call up 100,000 reservists under his
authority, and later probably declare partial mobilization. I be-
lieve that full mobilization is unlikely until a Soviet invasion oc-
curs. As stated earlier, successful deterrence is contingent on
placing US forces between the Soviet units and the Gulf, prefer-
ably before the invasion.2' Such rapid deployment would require
coopting practically all available airlift and sealift; even then,
ships will not arrive in the Gulf until the fourth week after
M.Day.10 The Army has task-organized light force packages for
rapid deployment by air, with equipment and heavy units follow-
ing by sea (some 90 percent of the total requirement). Currently
the Army could deploy a corps headquarters and combat units
drawn primarily from three divisions to Southwest Asia," (The
82d Airborne is the Army's most rapidly deployable division.)

Callup of Reserve Component forces is necessary to carry
out this deployment. 2 Indeed, the size of the Army force package
is limited by support capabilities, but the Army does plan to ex-
pand the Rapid Deployment Force-Army (RDF-A) in the future."
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This expansion will entail building a full expeditionary force be-
cause of the lack of support facilities in Southwest Asia.

As the deployment time for US forces decreases, deter-
rence increases, thus the RDJTF may be predeployed to an inter-
mediate support facility. Assessments differ on how rapidly Army
units can arrive in the Gulf region. Lieutenant General Robert C.
Kingston, Commander, RDJTF. has stated that a brigade could
reach the region in three to four days, with the combat elements
of a division in place in less than two weeks. In a 1980 command
post exercise, it took 169 days to close the entire RDJTF."

If Saudi facilities are not made available, the RDJTF would
probably deploy to Egyptian and perhaps Omani facilities. The
administration is programing a buildup of Ras Banas in Egypt to
provide the deploying forces a place to rest and prepare to stage
forward into the Southwest Asia and Persian Gulf region. But Ras
Banas is too far from possible operational areas, so efforts con-
tinue to secure agreements for closer facilities. The Saudis resist
being drawn into planning for the RDJTF and have even pres-
sured Oman to reduce its role in such planning.3"

It is not clear where the forces would deploy in a crisis be-
fore the Ras Banas facility is completed, Oman is a possibility,
but general support facilities being established in Somalia and
Kenya perhaps could serve as intermediate sites. Israel is an-
other, albeit unlikely, alternative. All these peripheral facilities
are a significant distance from the operational area. The bulk of
the US strategic lift would be occupied deploying forces from the
United States. Thus, movement forward from intermediate bases
would probably be accomplished with intra-theater airlift and a
few C-5 aircraft.

Army forces have some supplies aboard the ships in the
Near Term Prepositioned Force at Diego Garcia. The equipment
will be available in the event a benign environment exists and
port facilities are available, The Near Term Prepositioned Force
could link up with Army forces outside the operational area. If
hostilities were already joined, the Marine Corps might have to
make an amphibious assault in the Gulf region to clear port facili-
ties. In any case, a support team has to Join the ships before the

i '
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equipment is serviced and off-loaded. Barring combat losses,
Army forces would secure their supplies by using "local indig-
enous vehicles, road march, Near Term Prepositioned Force
vehicles, shuttle, or similar means." Other ammunition and
equipment flowing into the operational area by sea would be
those currently earmarked by NATO."

Apparently, current intentions are to occupy positions in the
Southwest Asia and Persian Gulf region and to seek to deter So-
viet movement toward the Gulf.31 US forces would seek to coun-
ter any Soviet efforts to penetrate US positions. While it is not the
intent of this paper to critique US military strategy, the reader will
note another contradiction. Forces .n Egypt or forces dispersed
to prevent Soviet control of area oilfields would not necessarily
deter or inhibit Soviet penetration into northern Iran. Indeed, es-
tablishing defenses which leave northern Iran uncovered could
lead the Soviets to draw an analogy to events that followed the
famous speech of then Secretary of State Dean Acheson on 12
January 1950, in which the US defense perimeter was defined,
leaving Korea outside, :'nd war ensued. Furthermore, I believe
that accepting the loss of northern Iran probably would only fore-
stall the Inevitable.

But the United States faces serious problems in that. at
least through fiscal year 1987, Insufficient resources will be
available to adequately protect security interests in Southwest
Asia. Because a response to Soviet aggression in the region is
deemed necessary, the potential lor escalation is high. Former
USCINCRED General Volney F. Warner believes that the United
States should be prepared to accept the loss of an Army division
and a Marine brigade to prove to the Soviets they cannot act un-
challenged. But currently, policy to avoid a conflict that the
United States cannot win would counsel against a direct ground
response to major Soviet aggression in Southwest Asia,

One great advantage exists in Southwest Asia-geostrate-
gic depth. The United States is apparently building a capability to
defend In the region, but in the interim, steps in the event deter-
rence falls are unclear. The overall globil situation will De as.
sessed to determine the extent of the commitment that can be
made In Southwest Asia.

Will.
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The French and the British Will probably provide some allied
maritimev support for fth defense of Southwest Asia, and the
United States will probably seek "show the flag" activities by
other nations to promote an allied effort. But Turkey is unlikely to
support any operations that do not involve NAMO; and other US
allies are unlikely to expand their defense effort significantly to
secure Persian Gulf oil. Accepting these realities, the United
States seeks to have the NATO Allies and Japan do more in
Europe and Northeast Asia, respectively. However, the United
States also will continue its efforts to securfe broader support for
defense of Persian Gulf oil.

If the Soviets occupy northern Iran. a stalemate is possible.
Itithe Soviets conduct a maior buildup and continue south. peno-
tration to the Gulf also is possible0 Soviet forces could reach It.*
Gul f1rom Afghaiarstan in fiv days.

PACIFIC REGIRN

In the entire Pacific region. US Army combat for ces are like-
ly to be involved to only a litied degree duiring a general war. In
the era of containment, the Pacific has been consideread an
economy-olflforcs region. particularly for Wlanorco.. By and
large. under the current adtvistratian, tIs strategic per spec-
I"v contiues. Combina planning for te deforiee of Ja aso
evolves under t Mutual Defense Treaty. Elsewhere in th*
Pacif ic region. Mhe United Statesrmains coamtted to the deW
fems of Korea. a unrhateal 1962 declaration regardinig the se.
cwily of Thailanid (rewioced by Ptesdet ReaWa in Octber
19Sf)."ld heANZUSTreat

Korea could be rapidly reinforced in a worlwd crisis t
pruvwwty with ain and naval lotces and logistical sujppotV' The
focus on air aV4 naval forces in t Pacific extends back to the
Nuam )Octrie announced in IMU. derived flrm a recogiron
ta national tesowces are lu W ild d owa "h U&'ted States
no@der too voftp odtkhatp he piiic old sipWt oerthe
W4ong The MWxo Doctine also miestedw a desie to aoid
iMwyvfi in &X"he moW Asa lan war. V"i it futher reI,
forced t ptvnac of Eutolle (lnesiwom . t NWxo Doctrine
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was not applied to NATO directly.) Clearly the intent was to
downplay the role of ground forces outside Europe, particularly
in Asia. Even today, in the context of a worldwide war, US re-
gional objectives on the Asian continent are limited. Therefore,
early reinforcement or resupply of forward-deployed forces there
in the event of a global conflict is unlikely."

In the Pacific, the US Army maintains the 2d Infantry Divi-
sion (seven maneuver battalions) in Korea, and the two-brigade
25th Infantry Division as well as the 29th Separate Infantry
Brigade INational Guard) in Hawaii. If a global crisis were to de-
velf, some forces could be deployed elsewhere as part of the
so-called "swing" strategy.'" In the event of a crisis in Europe,
the Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC). could be directed to
redeploy selected forces to the Atlantic and European theaters.
While most attention is given to naval elements, the "swing'
package Includes Army and Air Force forces as well. These rede-
ployments are not automatic; the decision to redeploy and the
designation of forces will be made as the situation develops
Thus, the Army's regional major combat presence could consist
of at least one to two divisions.

In view of his interest in the eventual reunification of Korea.
Kim Il-sung would possibly exploit the chaos of a worldwide war
by invading South Korea, pressure from China notwithstanding."
Thus, any major land operation in the Pacific region will probably
be fought in Koreas as part of the overall US Eurasian contain-
ment strategy. That is. the United States Is bound to defend
Korea by a Mutual Defense Treaty, and being party to the 1953
Armistice Agreement (which South Korea is not), the United
States has a legal responsibility for peace on the peninsula. The
United Nations Command ls the organizational entity that carries
out the armistice responsibilities.

The 2d Infantry division currently positioned north of Seoul
across the main approaches from the north. Is in strategic
reserve for the 8th US Army. One battalion is just South of the
deIlItlarized zone (DMZ) near Panmunjom. The division. pariicu.
lady the bettaltion near the OMZ. would be quickly involved in any
conflict. It is it combat presence, well forward, between the
North Korean forces ad Seoul. that enihatic deterrence on the

r "I
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peninsula. Since 1974, the defense concept has been to fight
and defeat the enemy north of Seoul, reinforcing the role of the
2d Infantry Division." Thus US combat forces will probably re-
main in place for some time to come.

OVERALL STRATEGIC VIEW

The foregoing presentation of US global strategy by region
points up the continued primacy of European defense, at least
for Army forces. One of the dilemmas our policymnakers face is
that the war may-indeed, is likely to-commence outside
Europe: in Southwest Asia, Korea, or elsewhere. Such a situ-
ation could be happenstance; more ominously, it could be a feint
seeking to draw off US forces from a more vital region. Unfor-
tunately. as the reacting force, the United States may march to
the sound of the guns as if the engagement were the "only game
In town." In the event a conflict breaks out in the Western Pacific
or even Southwest Asia, it will be necessary to exercise tremen-
dous national resolve not to deploy large numbers of forces
there. In Southwest Asia, particularly, and in view of perceived
and vital interests there, this restraint will prove very difficult.

The United States ultimately seeks to be able to engage the
Soviets simultaneously in several theaters to fulfill the contain-
ment strategy-ironically, in every case except with Army
forces. the key to Eurasian containment" In view of this ex-
pectation, we must examine US Army capabilities to meet the
postulated US military strategy for global war.

j| l



3. FORCE CAPABILITIES

HATEVER THE CAPABILITIES of its military forces,

US national will to ensure survival of our nation-state
and way of life must underpin defense expenditures

or the defense efforts may be wasted. Although condemned by
many, the negatively synergistic effect of a weakened national
will and low defense expenditures is. in fact, perversely logical.
ofarlicularly so in view of similar trends among the allied nations
without which a conflict with the USSR cannot be successfully
engaged.

US ARMY FORCES MISSION

The USIAllied policy of deter enco with respect to the inte-
rior of the Eurasian landmass points up the continued requife.
merit for viable ground forces and ultimately, as the 1982
Falkland crisis has ,onfirmed, ground forces must occupy and

utend territory. But the US Army manifests US national exier,
lence and culture, not the perceived US national role in the
world. The United States has the flfth-largest Army In the world,
behind those of China. USSR, Vietnam. and India-too small to
accomplish the frequired inisuion, in view of the worldwide Soviet
threat.

Contrary to some perceptions, the Army'& role is not direct
defense of US territory.' As noted in chapter 2, that role is de-
ployment of forces overseas to engage in forward defense as fat
from the United State, as possible.

Since the NATO-Waruw Pact conflict is the most demand

a?
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rng, the focus of these defense efforts IS on Europe. But while
Army planners continue to emphasize NATO. they are also look*
ing at region& of most probable conflict. The increasingly gtat
natur e of the threat challenges the United States to meet require-
mvents outside Europe without degrading the Coilective capail
itkes of NATO. The Army's Active Component must be prepared
to moet thi eats to NATO and elsewhere anM hold white the Re.
serve Components jAmy National Guard and Army Rmsrve)
mobilize and deploy to reinforce. Unfortunately. because the
Army has not been modernized over the past two decades. and
because its basic structure needs Strengthening, the Army's abil-
ity to accompliu*h the assigned mission is in quesltion.

Following the euphoric early months of the Reagan adinis,
tration when it had appeared that defense spending would be
open ended, the perenniial fiscal and political realities reap>
posted. dictating estabhisiwnent of tough priorities. The Army
Subsequently has concentrated on modernizing its existing force
instead of adding neddforce Otructure. Indeed, no significant
increases in endStrength are expected before fiscal year
1967-N8.

Whale pointing up deficienicel ai s im~portant to roe that the
US Army is ready to join battle. Mwl~ for imited duration. But. it
needs to be fleshed out to "Um~ combat. The lotwarcldeployed
forces are manned. equippe. waM mission oriented. What they
lack are trained and ready reinforcements, sitategc lih, war to.
Serve stocits. and a suportive industrial base.

in v~e Wf the demonstrated inability to predit the settin
andl nature of future wars, the United States nee do broady I*es
ible fores!1 The Reaga adinistrtibons detense budge if*
crease (sOMplentals) tor fiscal Vearst and1 fiscal year
10S2 only partially correcte the serou deficiencies that exit
in the Army- INowever the increases did place tW Army on the
light course.

The US Army lame formidable tass First, at confronts an
enemy tt has mwore tha 0 division, is cagjabW of operating
on multopl frIt" slrAftaeously, and has ventior 6-es of camw
munication. Second. it must cooe with a Politically motiated



strategy in the main theater (Europe) that dictiltes etely sta
tic operations well torwatd. Third, the United States is short of
strategic moblity. But one senses salt in the air over any report
that the seemingly mrnsmountabie task on the continent argues
for transfer of Army resources to anohey service'I At the nation-
aI lWMe. except in a cuisis, the defense equation is Wo usually
one of ablity at the momnent, but of building a capablit ove
tllo. whilo facltrig into the mqation allied supot tof a collec-

Force struciuroe In a globa strategy, fOre foqWformPQS. in
theory, have no upper IWNIt during plawVin. But, in reality, to.
soure liitations have dictated concentration on two Pmiwo
Eurasian contingoncies-dena ol Western Europe and pro.
teCtion of acces to Persia Gul adl$ ProViding the wher*Wtthal
oven to; thes ofeas of min concern is anote question. In-
deeft k$ a geneal war were to begn outside Eutope. the intnt to
reduce sppr 11 , NATO is untdetwood. Smne Ma strategy
plaes uriuswa reli anc n a Wor o reseve coontigent. mobeiwa.
lio is ctuciial. Yet planners wat reutant to Queston the Val,
U Of IWOarg. 4lleoWlpe 14ser1e tWOrS in A WcNolog"ca Wg
tMa perits initiation of nfts~w attacks*M eiJ. ttle or no rmdbet
zatinwi but oaerceptions af rM , oranad it s the role of the no.
tional WOaWeS to prearwe Itmeet the ful spetrum of possible

The "a is to sttuctute PWe At"y torco Us, feMid deplont
lee owe futoe bamtettet arid t00#44 po in" mor e f lr00force
package to, elemenl outside NATO. The Army is aiworn
"Wes line coWW""n Omes for rwld doollomnt to anly erwi

rorneftl Jo coc~e Soptcaled Cgipow a ha m1i' ay haft a
bod rang of armore vowties. atw ier weapons. ard ta
tec amb".f Uottwualely, Vi Armys a imae Ow"rph is
not kilot to leor0SO~ W4e wide aray o f nson rejre

I~t The 24desao face 0to acie ww & reseve) 5 terned
the mnwn otnen Owes, Me so Active Coneonent strctie
niiey rowe on' -row*oUf' wt frm Ve Reserv Como,

61,eete111 U1ee4 0 reeve law".&A ulS Is under c m 11All-
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ation. Even the Rapid Deployment Force-Army has a National
Guard round-out unit. Yet, in a crisis, the Army does not plan to
depoy the round-out unit concur retly with its Active Component
purrje!y. Although the round-out uni, is being upgraded to permit
simultaneous deployment. the ad hoc arrangement fills out the
division with ar Active Component unit, thus calling into question
the round-out concept.'

Considering the likelihood of minimum mobilization time.
the Army must provide the resources for its reserve forces and
an integral part of the US ground forces. Unlike the Air Force, the
Army historically has neer fully supported the Reserve ConX).
"tents. Yet the Volunteer Army was adopted with the understard
ing that reserve forces would be called up in the event of a crisis.
Today, the Reserve Cmpoets pRovide two-thirds of !he total
Army logistical support and nearly one-hal of the combat units.
The Total Army concept must be a reality,

The nature of the threat in likely contingency areas outside
Europe a4 the stated recuireme t for all Army forces to be
adaptable to the NATO balltel d l mean that the entire Army
force structure must be highly ftlexible. The Army usually as.
sum"s that combat forces are fungbe. that they are capable of
being deploye to any feg of the world and conducting efec.
ien operations'. It forces are asosied to be entfc agele,
wolside, multiple commandars can use the sam units for
planng purvos, as a result. shoiafl can be maokd until a
criss devlops. u. in my KdWent, major Army units. partic.
ulary mechamed and armored or, are not hngle-if
iMnate conbat eftectivenes is crucial Denial of ine.
changea99biliy . tthough, eve for heV avyunt, oes deficufties.
Amy #foces would be packaged and oriented fot specific re.
gwns. A a res"lt oe eMich4outod global flblity would D6
ccncrtied. Furwermore, as non-NATO concy r**te.
menrt espand, formW US covVntnft to NATO wot b 'iV
have tobe reilcd.

The ArmlyhPA le Me lue of kterchlwgebSl.
Ily Awntk wObefb^ yeet naOsenemomnoM rfddl
coromm s ily om m mleon. It a wMito be prepse to
%WU In Geemwqs F"a Gap. * flud not be dinne to deset.
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arctic, or jungle training. The issues here surround critical re-
sources: training and staff planning time, regionally specific
doctrine, and differing materiel and maintenance requirements.

This mission-specific proposal also poses serious difficul-
ties for light divisions. The 82d Airborne Division is the only divi-
sion based in the United States that is manned, equipped, and
trained for immediate deployment. Thus the division is alerted for
practically every crisis, wherever developed. Yet the division is
part of the RDF-A, uniquely under the operational control of the
Commander, RDJTF; it should be concentrating solely on the
Southwest Asian mission. As the situation is, the division must di-
vert some of its time to other missions.

Of perhaps greater consequence would be the actual er-
ployment of an RDJTF-committed force outside Southwest Asia.
In the event of a follow-on crisis in the primary area, chaos would
reign. Yet, If a crisis were to evolve tomorrow in Timbuktu requir-
ing a ground force, the 82d Airborne Division would probably be
committed. (if asked for an alternative, one might recommond
the US Marine Corps or the French force d'intervention.) A 24-
division force will be incapable of supporting the administration's
global strategy in all regions simultaneously.

The Army is modernizing its forces through a program
called Army 88, which encompasses examination of the divi-
sions, corps, and echelons-above-corps. The progeiam evolved
from studies of the 1973 Arab israeli war experience, the evolv-
ing Soviet threat, and the need to update the forces sItucture to
exploit new doctrine and new equipment.'

A structure i designed for the European bettle0Weld, the new
heavy division (Division 86) will have 10 battalion divisicm. Simi.
lar studies are underway for the Infantry, airborne, &nd a as-
sault divisions, with the proviso, as stated previousl, that they
be use e In both NATO and non-NATO environments.

The number of Army combat units will not signilcantly
change during the 190. Early plans to revert the 7th Infantry
Division (two Active Component tilades) to cade status have
been rescinded, but the Active CompnOnt-Regerv CompneMn
mix in the Army 86 study is still ben developed. While plans O

- .---
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two new Active Component divisions have been droppe, consid
oration is being given to organizing two additional Reserve Corn
ponent divisions, using existing brigades.$

One of the Army's force structure problems concerns its
tal--Its support capability. In 1975, with pressure from Coni

gross. the Army converted numerous personnel supportI tasks to
combat tasks. providing a politically more palatable "tooth to
tail" ratio. This move dictated incr easing reliance on the Euro.
pean Allies for host nation support. Although the Army opposed
this action, national leaders deemed this loss of flexibility ac.
ceptable because. until recently. security concerns focused al-
most totally on European defense after withdr awal f rom Vietnam.
The Army does support the host nation support concept, How-
ever, when concern was, raised about Persian Gulf oil and a
global strategy evolved, the Army found its organic suppof t capa.
bily emasculated by overreliance on European host suppor
concept. Th Army had lost the capability for condv~iV Wag*.
acale operations outside Europe. Furthermore, the N4ATO Allies
mave not pr ovided all the required host nation support for Europe,
Ithu, even in the main theater, ser ious shortfalls *isist, And much
of the existing support is performed by civiliansl who probablywould oecuate the area in a crisis,"

Operations In Southwest Asia on the scale erwissg,4 wil
require a mawve support structure. Indeed, the Army wil have
to resurrect the Expeditionary Fwo concept arW to plan to
tr ansport literally everything required to the region. Critics will ar.
"u thal countries in the region ~hul provide much o4 itisaup.
owt, a in Europe, but except in a few categories, this is unlikely
to happen. Thus, not only limited host nation support but also the
lack of permanent opeatingt bases dictate that the Army take
steps to anabla it to light witou signtiint outside support. Of
the 31A~ division that ore allocated for plannin in the austere
environment in Southwest Asie. the Army now has the capability
(with Reev Componen augmentation) to support only ws
lected fotem. wit same shortfalls, until a s line of communi.
catiana is establisewd

Usal The Army has only about half the equipment
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needed to field the currently understructured force, and much of
what it has is outdated." While the Air Force and Navy began
modernizing during the 1970s, the Army used the immediate
post-Vietnam period, drawing on the Arab-Israeli war exper-
iences, to do intense research and development. In view of the
tremendous advances in quality which the Soviet forces have
made during this period, the Army need for modernization has
now reached critical proportions."2

Rapid modernization Is essential if US forces are to survive
on the modern battlefield. In the next five years, the Army ex-
pects to Introduce more than 20 new major systems and several
hundred minor ones; this Is the well-known "bow wave" of mod-
ernization efforts that will reach a crescendo in the 1980s. The
bill will approach $240 billion, of which only 33 percent was pro-
gramed through fiscal year 1982.13 For example, the Army is
short more than 183.000 trucks (1 'A to 10 tons each); it should
spend more than $25 billion during the next two decades for
trucks alone. Indeed, General Frederick J. Kroesen, Commander
in Chief, US Army Forces. Europe (CINCUSAREUR). has told the
Congress that most of the wheeled vehicles in Europe are so
"old and obsolescent" that they would not be functional in a war-
time situation. As The Economist reports, "it will take money by
the bucketful" to make the US Army a modern, sustainable fight-
ing machine."

It is easy to see why modernization, in my judgment, is sec-
ond only to manpower as a major Army problem, As a result of
continuous deferrals-including one in the fall of 1981, reducing
programed procurement of critical equipment-the Army has
been constantly falling behind, and the bill keeps going up, Part
of the problem Is the mandated use of politically motivated Infla-
tion factors for budgeting purposes, but the real problem lies In
the establishment of balanced priorities among the Services
within the Defee Department. In addtlion, a number of produc-
tion delays have escalated coats, However, less efficient produc-
tion may be necessary to develop and maintain an adequate
mdustril base,"

Clearly. correctives to the backlog in Army requirements
are several yeas away, In the meantime, as one US Army gener-
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al in Europe stated, the leadership will be "managing poverty.""
The top priorties-the M-1 tank, Bradley Fighting Vehicle, Pa-
triot, and the Advanced Attack Helicopter-are clear because
they provide the greatest force multiplier effect, but other impor-
tant needs keep surfacing. For example, the modernization effort
significantly increases overall fuel and ammunition require-
ments, putting greater reliance on technology; Clausewitz-like
"friction" always diminishes expected performance." Moreover,
as General Donald R. Keith has said, "Technology won't save us
if we don't field it." 18

One serious drain on Army resources is POMCUS-prepo-
sitioning of materiel configured to unit set-that is, equipment
forward deployed in Europe for US divisions. Filling and main-
taining these stocks drain Army dollars and reduce global flexibil-
ity. The Secretary of Defense has directed establishment of six
division sets of POMCUS equipment in Europe. While shortages
exist, the first four division sets are essentially in place, Facilities
for the last two are being completed, and fill was to begin in fis-
cal year 1983. Even though the Congress looks askance at ex-
panding this program, the administration continues to push it
because of the apparent political problems involved in reversing
agreements with the Allies. The Army maintains that fill of
POMCUS must be considered in the context of overall service
needs."

The problems associated with POMCUS are these: (1) The
equipment is more readily available for use worldwide if posi-
tioned In the continental United States. (2) POMCUS storage
sites will be an early target, so the prepositioned supplies are
only useable before a war breaks out. (3) Ironically, POMCUS in-
creases airlift requirements because of the surge in troop lift the
scheme assumes. (Admittedly, fast sealift would not negate the
need for airlift for troops,) (4) The Warsaw Pact has such a pre-
ponderance of combat power that the improvement in force ra-
tios which POMCUS provides to NATO would be quickly lost, (5)
More Important, strategic lift Is now not sufficient enough to rap-
idly deploy the force, N~vertheless, the Army still plans to add
the remaining two POMCUS sets to enable the United States to
meet Its commitment for a 10-division force In Europe by M + 10
(D-Day).,"
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Notwithstanding the major emphasis placed by the Chief of
Staff in recent years on the Total Army approach, 2t the materiel
situation in the Reserve Components is abysmal. The current
Army leadership has made a major effort to reduce the inequity
in treatment between active units and those in the Reserve Com-
ponents. Indeed, the General Accounting Office commended the
Army for its Total Army approach to management.2 2 But the Army
bureaucracy still does not fully support the Total Army concept.
A cursory check finds that an anti-Reserve Component bias con-
tinues to exist.

As an example, whether active or reserve, every unit re-
quires a certain amount of preparation before deploying over-
seas. In the case of Reserve Component major combat units, the
Army Staff employs a NET (not earlier than) formula to calculate
availability: Mobilization Station Arrival + [(Training Weeks
- 3) x 7] + 4. This means that closure time at the mobilization
station, reouired training time (to reach C-2 status),* and prepa-
ration for overseas movement (POM) time are added together to
determine the earliest date and time a reserve unit can deploy.

For active units, no formula is employed; they are assumed
to be available on M-Day. Yet, active units require predeploy-
ment training; they also need POM time for processing, packing,
crating, and the like. This difference in calculating active and re-
serve unit availability is critical because the data are used to de-
velop latest arrival dates in operation plans that also determine
unit resourcing; that is, later arriving units have a lowe priority
for equipment. It would appear that the Army applies more strin-
gent criteria for deployment to reserve units.

Reserve Component forces are caught in a circular argu-
ment: latest arrival dates based on capabilities, but because
these dates also determine resourcing, reserve forces can never
improve their capabilities to achieve better latest arrival dates.

* The JCS Readiness Reporting System categories are as fol-
lows. C-1, Fully Combat Ready; C-2, Substantially Combat Ready;
C-3, Marginally Combat Ready; 0-4, Not Combat Ready; C-5, Not Com-
bat Ready due to Reequipping, Reorganization, Product Improvement,
or Replacement Training Unit.

M I r IIA,
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(Admittedly this issue is far broader than just hardware.) One
finds a lack of logic regarding the entire issue of unit availability.
While the Army Staff computes Reserve Component unit avail-
ability for major combat units, it considers all the nonmajor com-
bat and support units as available on the date required by the
supported theater commander, regardless of component.

Sustainabi/ity. To the leadership, sustainability is the Army's
weakest area. Indeed, some units are cannibalizing selected
items just to keep operating in peacetime.2 If one were to use
Program Evaluation and Review Techniques (PERT) on the prob-
lem, the critical path would usually lead to a paucity of stocks. In
Europe, for example, CINCUSAREUR does not have stocks on
hand to support sustained combat operations.2'

The worldwide shortfall in resources is not simply a function
of ammunition (of which NATO requirements are 80 percent of
the Department of the Army program). The shortages extend
across the entire spectrum of supplies, spare parts, and major
items of equipment. The requirement to stage available supplies
forwardearly on in a crisis will further exacerbate an already se-
rious shortfall in strategic lift which, in turn, is vulnerable to Inter-
diction. Furthermore, a gap Is expected between exhaustion of
existing stocks after D-Day (D) and new production (P) after mo-
bilization. There Is no D-Day to production (D-P) capability In the
US system for most vital Items. This expected gap points up the
dynamic relationship between existing stocks and the civilian in-
dustrial base capacity. While it seeks to expand stockpiles, the
Army Is pressing for Improvements to the industrial base.

Another problem concerns the proper assumptions to use
regarding the stocks and consumption rates of the NATO Allies.
The Office of the Secretary of Defense's assumptions regarding
allied stocks and consumption rates are more optimistic than the
Army deems prudent. A longstanding disagreement continues
within the Alliance over consumption rates and stockage levels.
(The reader will recall the Allies' belief that an effective conven-
tional defense undermines deterrence.) Since no acceptable
agreement has been reached, the United States continues to use
national (higher) rates to compute Its requirements. The United
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States, in reality, Is providing stocks for the NATO Allies. This
practice is directly contrary to the intent of the Congress, which
permits peacetime stockage only for South Korean forces.

While steps to enhance interoperability may be laudatory
militarily, these same steps facilitate the wartime dispersal of
stocks prepositioned ostensibly for US troops. Thus, even if the
Army meets Its approved stockage objectives, the supplies may
prove inadequate because of shared use."' This Is an important
issue; the Army Staff has estimated that if sufficient US stocks
were on hand to offset expected allied deficiences. terrain loss
could be reduced by half. But this stockage burden should be
placed squarely on the Allies.

For Southwest Asia, the Army has limited quantities of sup.
plies, ammunition, and water for a small force aboard the ships
in the Near-Term Propositioned Force at Diego Garcia. Surpies
and equipment earmarked for NATO will have to be used In any
conflict in Southwest Asia, further exacerbating an already
critical supply situation In Europe-the more vital region. Addi
tionally, supply flow will be a problem because limited logistics.
over-the-shore capability exists in the structure. However, the
Army Is aggressively pursuing the ability to supply operational
units without using port facilities.*

One other burden impinges on the Army. In adition to hav-
ing been assigned to conduct sustained operations with large
forces, the Army has the mission of provid common service
support to forces of the US Air Force ad Marin* Corps as nec.
esery. Also, In t961. the Office of the Socretnwy of Dotense di-

rectled the Army to provide water for alt kHD. F forces deployed
to Southwest Asia.

Docftne. A mw doctrinal concept for wartflpf~t cohM
the Aft-land a4tle undergirds all of the miniozaln efforts.
The concept is di nd to counter the post'1ated Soviet hreat
and to exploit the capalities of a modern army, Foctsin on the
Army's most dlfficult military task-Europeon d*kfv,-W* Air.
land Batet concept onv soges concurrent batot ,#ewt
echelons, and prvides specfl twlesnce andf *Ce
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slice resposblities for brigade. division, and corps com-
manders. Authorities expect that \Ihe war will be fought on an

integrated battlefield" en ronpa sing conventinal, chemic al,
and nuclear operations smuitneowk. I

Manning and trainig. In my iudment. manning. the meet-
ing of personnel requirenents, will be tmie major Army challenge
in the years ahead. For fiscal year 19M. porsonnel costs con-
sumed 49 percent of the Army budget. (incluWng retirement,
claims. and housing). While this figure seem high, it's important
to remember that the Army is mwpwr intensive and that
trained and motivated people are more essential than hard.
ware-

Above all, it will take years for the Army to recover from the
social engineering initiated by Clifod L. A4n , Jr., Secre-
tary of the Army during the Carter aJministration. Within the
Army hi achy, disstislaction with Alexander's policie was ap
patently widespread, U evidenced by the numerous policy re-
versals under the new afminisra in 1g96.0 These are
welcome changes because the availability of trained. qualified
manomw in the reQwed nmers remains the Achilles heal of
US Military strategy in te I geO.

The authoized Active Componenl .orwrngth (780.000 in
fIUca year IN?) is insuffIcIent to iuoort the Cutreft structure,
let alarm the kwipovernents surondn Armny 06. Nor wilt thes
o Increases adequately support te moderniation olffo
rf t current structure (Nee table 3- 1). ln,.led. the and-stength

dip by 10.000 in fal yew 1983 .,4 . jOopdlWMo the
Army's proeiwn for the IOs&

Wgh againet recaurements me Active C omponnts con.
tinue to sifler seious mnower deficiencWs poirmrily from
on taint on end.stengt. In the cwent eictUe. k Acive

ComqwPoen dileloIm haoe ay two brigades& and mnany required
s ANt i e not Otn*6 At am me. numetous ploons
and crwso wre oedued to tero stengt throughout the Armyi
NwIuOgh s itualon has now bee esseniy orioecieL the
tOl Ar Oi (aI uOt) and ADF unt had 27 pW

.z.!- . .
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Tabe 3-1. Actlife Army End-strengtli Estimated for Resal Year
1061and PropoWe for Fiscal Years 1962 tol1lS?

Fsca Veaw Army End-strength
1981 780,000
1982 780,000
1983 770,000
1984 770.000
1985 785,000
1988 799.000
1987 815,000

Source: US, Coungfess. House, Committee on Appropriations, Hearings before a
Sub',ommittes, of the House of Appwopiations Committee, pt. 9, 97th Cong,. I1st
cmr.. 1tl1, p. 36.

toons at Zero Strength as recently as 1981.- The Army will prob-
ably have some unite at zero strength through fiscal years 1983
to 1984.14

lIthe original 0%'ersil modernization plan had been impiet-
mted completly, including the organization of Division 86 and
the building of * structure tor viable organic support capability,
the effort would have broken the current 16-dision Active Corn-
ponerit structure with the strength ceilings authorized. But other
factors-such as disapproval of the Army's request to increase
its authorized civilian strength-impinged on the modernization
plans. Recognizing that not enough spaces were available to
carry out the modernization and rorganization program, the
Army Staff revised Army 88 plans In late 1981. In order to retain
16 divwa the staff teduced the comprehensive support struc-
ture originally envisaged. In other words, the Army's structure re-
mains heavily oriented toward mobilization. The crucial Question
Is wt~her th Army will hae the complete organic support
capabiity requied to conduct operations In an austere environ-
ment on short warning. If not, barring a Significant Increase in
end-trangth. the better option might be to eliminate two Active
Componen divisions. If ther reention underminas the support
structure.

Although Inadequate, authorized strength goals were met in
1961, and quality did Improe, with 81 percent o1 the new person-
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nel holding high school diplomas. The Army intends to support
the volunteer concept as long as the personnel requirements in
quantity and quality can be met. Costly inducements will be nec-
essary to secure the special skills and quality required. The Re-
serve Components continue to suffer from personnel shortages,
about 70,000 as of 30 September 1981: the Army National
Guard was 93 percent filled and 35,000 short, and the Army Re-
serve was 87 percent filled and 35,000 short.

The Army has a mobilization strength of 450,000 soldiers
from the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR). The strength is now
205,000, so there is a shortfall of a quarter of a million soldiers.
Perhaps more importantly, the IRR personnel available do not
have the required skills needed for mobilization. During the Nifty
Nugget Mobilization Exercise in 1978, only 17 percent of the en-
listed personnel in the IRR had the skills required by the com-
mitted forces-primarily combat, armor, and infantry. While the
IRR strength Is increasing, the skill array remains a serious prob-
lem. In that same 1978 exercise, it was necessary to break up
Active Component and Reserve Component units to meet the re-
quirements lor filler personnel. Indeed, in any actual contin-
gency, the same action would be taken, at least with units from
the Reserve Components." Thus, 24 maneuver divisions prob-
ably will rot be available for commitment. This is a critical issue,
for the theater commanders plan on receiving these forces as in-
tegral combat units to be committed as maneuver elements In an
already tenuous situation.

A lack of adequate medical surge capability further exacer-
bates the filler problem. The Army has only 18 percent of Its war-
time operating rooms, and it is short 3,500 doctors. Currently,
according to John H. Moxley, Ill, former Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs, "fewer than one in 10 wounded
United States servicemen would receive surgery for his
wounds" in Europe," It would be worse In Southwest Asia: the
seriously wounded would die and a rapid evacuation policy
would further strain an already overtaxed strategic lift.

While distasteful to some, the draft may need to be rein-
stated in the mid M980s. The administration remains optimistic
that this step can be avoided, but the dollar cost of the volunteer
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system appears prohibitive, Moreover, military pay is not remain-
ing competitive with wages in industry, assuming economic re-
covery." The shortage Is not just in active riflemen; the Army
must find people to meet its special skill requirements for both
the Active Components and Reserve Components, to fill out a
large mobilization base and to meet requirements for highly qual-
ified personnel such as medical doctors.

Training. The commander's priority is training, focusing on
unit readiness. The modernization effort will make the training
problems more complex and more expensive in the 1980s, even
though the Army continues to emphasize the most cost-effective
training possible while seeking quality results.

To enhance cohesiveness and readiness and to reduce unit
turbulence, the Army is adopting the regimental system and unit
rotation. In addition, in 1981 a Cohesion, Operational Readiness
and Training (COHORT) test was Initiated that keeps a company
together from its Inception at a training center through the entire
initial enlistment of the troops. The Army plans to expand this
concept to permit battalion rotations between bases at home and
overseas."

Initial entry training has been extended to eight weeks to
provide time for repetitive instruction and to add training in com-
munication, land. navigation, and opposing forces. A 1982 GAO
report questioning the validity of the additional training notwith-
standing, the expanded training time is needed. But all required
training will Still not be presented at the training centers unit
cadre will continue to provide initial training on many Important
subjects, But because of an Army-wide Shortage of experienced
noncommissioned officers, providing this training remains a ser-
ous problem for units. For instance, a 1981 GAO report found
that soiefs In units are not receiving instruction on all critical
subjects."

Other related problems will remain through the 1960s.
Training will continue to be cyclic because ot other. wM times
Insidious, requirements for unit time; for example, diversions for
housekeeplng will be ever present, particularly since Increases

.i
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requested in the Department of the Army civilian strength were
disapproved.

Readiness. Readiness is a function of force structure, ma-
teriel, doctrine, manning, and training. The readiness goal of an
Army unit is a function of Its mission. It is neitner affordable nor
realistic to keep all Army units 100 percent ready. Thus all units
are not provided with the resources to achieve a C- I rating. The
forward~deployed units in Europe and Korea, and some units in
the United States, particularly RDF-A units. are generally mis-
sionready. In the personnel category alone, the other Active
Component and Reserve Component units would require 30,000
to 40,000 men to be ready for deployment."

The Army could support an RDJTF deployment with a por.
tion of the Presidential callup of 100,000 personnel from the Re.
serve Components. But. while some units are in excellent
aondaccep.the Rreveu stapnard. As an rule. d thut Amyo
ancdtion, heaes Compnents, by a lre h. ont Amye
Staff considers Rese"v Component units available f or deploy.
ment after M + 30. (The NET (not earlier than] formula mentioned
earlier lit for detailed planning.)

In 1980. 6 of the 10 Active Component divisions in the con-
tinental United States wefe not combat ready, now 9 of the 10
are in acceptable condationU Though the sappa to be ready.
however, even forward..eplyed uwits suiffer ftrm Yeats of net
lect. In Europe. some of the Allies question the reliability of some
US units." Significantly the issue Is not one of leadership or
morale; it Is one of givin te Army the proper regourceis to lic-
compIsh Its assigned mission.

It wAIl be coty &Md time-consmi~ng to wcec the inequi.
ties of the f:.st, compounde by Ise exigencies of the mode'mnize.
tion effort. For example, only one divsion was ptojocteod to f~a
its equipmet Crating from C-3 to C-2 between 1961 and
11M." Even t change assues that resources curfentiv ro.
gramed wlhi be provided on scfidulo. Owarra great Influx of
resources, including personnel, there is no magc formiula fot mn
povfng readiness.
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STRATEGIC UFT

The subject of strategic mobility is a frustrating one for the
Army. Although it cannot conduct its mission without such lift,
the Army has very little direct influnce over the programs or
other service decisions that significantly affect overall availaitl-
ity of strategic lift, such as pfepositiongN of Air Force equipment
in Europe.*' Essentially, the Army seeks to meet the unit delivery
dates stipulated by the theater commianders through a combina
tion of forwartdeployed units. prepositioned eqiment. and
rapid depoyment of reinforcement based in the United States.
With the forwrd.deployed units in place. and POMCUS improve-
ments underway, the rrAjof issue to the Army regarding inter.
theate movement involves the adequacy of available strategic
airlift and saift.

Here one linds a contradiction in Army p.ann. While the
NATO scenario traditionally is considered the most demanding
lo. Army lfoces and thus ftrams the Army str utre, that scenar-
io is not what the Army dires for strate lft planning. Meeting
the ATO 104Mw (>. DDay (M + 10) tMreement, assuing si
division ets of POUCUS. demands lm strategic lift soe than
the Southwes Asia scenario," This is so because the shortfall in
Sothws A occurs in al c&te"oes o cargo capwty. not
troolit. (Distance is anohe facltr) It the national locus ro.
mares on NATO for programing. te strategic lit wi be ww*
Quate The pictue for Ewopean 0&Ws is twve kew when
aie ailift and seelill are factored io e NATO equation. to.
due"n vi sil USfift re*ements.

Stiamte~ ncbMay fti AamN is a w~is probem oe lpr
whi~h no early cor e-tws e , pet-uPaly i oiuside arlift ca.
ply and foal sea .NW now. the Amy l sa w. mh fte
Maln Corps. that "'we have mo re fight tn we have ... tey

One o emlarrang issues of the On Deprme of
-Deteee Is w faitlate The toie of e fte tm oi be o
with stralegic lift avadabhlly 0 TOe Office olf te Secary of De.
terIP I Aii cooteife the atie of Whe Ar" iorces (W4i the
... oii.er toes - -ani staWe nmyw wd the
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amount of strategic airlift and sealift procured. As pointed out for
the Senate Subc",,'nilteei an Armed Services. serIo shotfalls

exist in the required ground forces to Implement the national mili-
tary strategy. There the thrust should not be on tailring the
Army, as President Eisenhower proposed, to accommodate
available airlift and ialift. but on increasing the lift.

Currently, the Army builds forces to accomp ish the ground
combat mission and then preSe for the strategic lift nacesary
for raod deployment. Although the Air Force and Navy consider
Army needs. strategic airlift and seelltt fall well behind other per.
calved Air Force and Navy requirements in comping for budget
dollars. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have authority to mandale a bal,
anced effort, Indeed, the Joint Chiefs' ass*ssent of miliary
programs-the Joint Program Assessmeont Mernorandum-is
usually prepared so as not to tank one seri ce's pogram ahead
of aoh's. The uessment rnemoan r addreoses the need
for rmwe strategic lilt. for xwe , without rankOig that rf i're.
ment against others. such as attack carriers.

Although *rtift is essentiol, the Army is highly interestod in
sealift toe nonPOMCJS-related deployments. Indeed, when the
first 10 ShP close into a Perin Gulf pout. they deliver more
cargo than all the airlifted cargo delivered for a month' Airlift
conewnessnrlfcant amounts of f.We (more than 6 tons tw eh
cargo ton deliverd dwfin the 1073 wsr), &nd adequate aerial
tanker .tpor is no available * Thus. $e"lift w"l account for
mote tiha 90 percent of total t delivered in a fture cris.
The Army is WObln tWard fas sealift and limited peolinn
of QOjlpme to enhance a glbal fi.wbilty ' However, the need
'smelts for Mtone outside aIIt capability.

Awtf . Un*WMtns*l. the strteIc airlift pictur will not sig.
nit*any cag unti lae i fitsal year W0.. At peseut, Ithe
Mtay ArlI C*omd (MAC) opetow totce consist of 70
C-SM and 234 C-1tdtk, In twm of cris is hofoeets eforced
by the Civi Pmeeit Air Fleet (CAF). Whc car povide S"m
430 akwcaft ph~e in owe wens, the Corwnede in Cief of Owe
MiOay AW Cwm an (NOAC) may ca uO wm 52 w-
cro sa ) to m peacetie ,eguiemen the W retWOy of

It
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Defense can add some 56 (stage 11) for minor contingencies; and
the President, after declaring a national emergency, can add
some 322 (stage 111I) (figure 3-1).

The organic MAC aircraft and CRAF stage I can, hypothet-
ically, deliver a mechanized division to the Persian Gulf in about
22 days."' This assumes that all available airlift it, allocated to
that single task; that the intermediate bases with landing rights
and fuel are available (minimum tanker reqluirements), that over-
flight r~ghts are granted: lthat the CRAP aircraft are available
without delay; and that the bmtllk of the aircr aft are operational. In
Me event of a conflict, none of these assumptions may be relied
upon.

In any major crisis with the Soviet Union, the United States
will undertake certain activitius worldwide, necessitating gloal
allocation of available lift, In my judgment, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff probably should not allocate more than 70 to 75 percent of

* available airlift to any one task, fot planning other worldwide
needs and pr.Qrity regions may change as the crisis evolves.
Furthermore, landing and oveiflight rights are not likely to be
available to fully support a S1.outhwest Asia contingency-note
the 1973 Arab-Israeli war experience; thus the requiremnent for
significant tanker support is valid." Moreover, authorities must
activate tlia CRAF resources early on: otherwise, they may at-
rive late and in fewer numbers than expected. As yet, the CRAF
has never been activated: MAO now uses the aircraft on a con-
tract basis.*w In a crisis. as the numbers called up increase. corn-
iiiercial r"Wuirements may compete tot the samrso *WCe3, In
addtion, many civil aviation o~lote are in the All Force Resrv#
Component. However, civii aviation crew ratios indicate that
pilot availability should not te a problem.

Finally, the condition of the MAC aircraft is art issue. The
C-5 is the only aircraft capables of handling outlsize cargo (See
figure 3-2.) The current C-BSa sre undergoing wing modification
that will be completed in June 1987. In the interim, their allow-
able cabin load has been reduced fo( posceirne operstons.
While, designed to lift two 50-ton tankts, the C-BA pipbatly would
do so only in an actual emergency, unless the wing modification
were comnplete.
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Because of crew limitations and shortages in spare parts,
the current C-5A and C-141A aircraft can meet only 62 percent
of the surge and 52 percent of the sustained flying hour objec-
tives for the current fleet." This failing will be corrected in fiscal
year 1985. In addition, normal maintenance requirements mean
that only about 63 C-5As will be available to initiate deployment.
Over a 180-day period, some one-third probably will be lost, leav-
ing about 47 C-5As. This study focuses on the C-5 inventory, be-
cause the most serious airlift problem is outsize capability. If the
CRAF is counted, passenger lift appears to be generally ade-
quate. t The C-141 (Model B) stretch program has reduced the
shortages in oversize capability by Increasing potential cubic ca-
pacity to the equivalent of 90 additional C-141s.51

But another problem looms large-tankor availability. The
615 KC-135 tankers in the fleet were procured for the Strategic
Air Command (SAC) and not for strategic deployment of other
forces In any crisis with the USSR, the Commander in Chief,
Strategic Air Command (CINOSAC), should have first call on
these resources to support the Single Integrated Operational
Plan (SIOP). Yet, the entire fleet is insufficient to meet all SAC re-
quiraments, which amount to about 1,000 tankers." The prolif-

eration of reluelable resources and the expanding need to use
tankers for strategic deployments ana tactical operations
exacerbate this shortfall. In a crisis, the national command
authorities will be faced with a serious problem, choosing be-
tween supporting the StOP and rapidly deploying a force over-
seas for deterrence.

And finally, all these resourceo would not be available for
early deployment of Army forces, For example, selected Air
Force units will prnbably have a higher priori ty early on in a crisis
In Southwest Asia."

Considering all these factors. the current strategic airlift
capability (with programed enhancements) meets less than one-
hall the overall requirements betore sealift closes. A 1981 con-
gressiortially mandated mobility study found that strategic lilt
capabilities were seriously deficient in all major scenarios involv-
ing NATO and Southwest Asia. The the.-progared improve
ments would have enabled meeting just one-half the lift
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Services on S.815. Pt. 4.97th Cong., 1 st sess., 1981, p. 1801.

Figure 3-2. US Current Airlift Aircraft
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requirements. (Twenty percent of the material to be moved in the
first 15 days of a major crisis is outsize.) 15

Many analysts saw the CX advanced airlifter as the needed
panacea; ind-ed, the Army supported the program. But the Air
Force Chief of Staff and others have pointed out that the CX
alone cannot make up for the shortfall. The Defense Department
has decided to expedite corrective action and to purchase 50
C-5B aircraft and 40 more KC-10 cargo/tankers, in lieu of the
CX. Unfortunately, in addition, further improvements to the CRAF
are to be deferred. 5

A Lockheed Corporation representative reported that, if an
October 1982 contract date is assumed, the first squadron (16
aircraft) of C-5Bs could be available by the end of fiscal year
1986. A production capability of 2 aircraft per month would pro-
duce 40 by the end of fiscal year 1987, and 50 about mid-fiscal
year 1988.5 Together with the KC-10 aircraft (which, incident-
ally, have a large cargo capacity), the C-5B aircraft will improve
the US strategic airlift capability by roughly 100 percent by 1989.
It is unfortunate that CRAF improvements are ceasing at the very
time the CRAF is becoming more important and many aircraft in
the current CRAF fleet are nearing retirement (20 percent of the
fleet). I expect this program to be revived." Even with the revised
program, shortfalls will exist. Indeed, the 1981 congressionally
mandated mobility study recommended an increase in airlift ca-
pacity of 20 million ton-miles per day. To meet this requirement
would entail the addition of up to 120 C-5B aircraft over existing
capabilities, more than twice the number now programed.5' In
addition, with the Army's reorganization and equipment moderni-
zation program, Army airlift requirements will continue expand-
ing, Outsize equipment will increase by 60 percent, so that 50
percent of the Army's major items will be outsize by 1986. Airlift
will never be able to meet these lift requirements.

For this reason, the Army believes the immediate priority
should be fast sealift. Even with 100 additional C-5 aircraft, more
than two weeks still would be required to deploy a mechanized
division to the Persian Gulf by air." Delivery of large units with
organic equipment by airlift Is just not a realistic option, particu-
larly considering worldwide requirements and competition
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among the services for the same lift. In addition, balanced sus-
tainable forces must be projected into the region, a further miti-
gating argument against all-airlift support.

Sealift. The view of sealift is distorted. Although the majority
of tonnage is indeed moved by air during the first 30 days of a
crisis, when time is extended, the critical role of sealift manifests
itself. (See figure 3-3.) Experience indicates that more than 90
percent of overall tonnage will move by sea in any major contin-
gency. Indeed, the Chief of Naval Operations advised Congress
that "without adequate and reliable sealift, literally none of our
military plans is executable." In the Persian Gulf, as stated
earlier, arrival of the first 10 ships equals roughly a full month of
airlift."

Unfortunately, available ship bottoms cannot meet global
requirements either, and very little of the shipping is either rapid-
ly available or capable of fast-transit. Moreover, too few tankers
are available to support petroleum, oils, and lubricants require.
ments for the air bridge." The Military Sealift Command tMSC)
has some 131 ships, one-half of which are unde( contract. Under
MSC command are 66 ships (33 tankers, 33 dry cargo) dispersed
throughout the world. Backing up the MSC is the National De-
fense Reserve Fleet (NDRF) of 150 ships, with an average age of
35 years. The age of the seafarers who would crew these ships
was said to average 50 to 53 in t981 ." While the NDRF is poten-
tially available in 60 days (a "rosy" projection), 32 of thtt Ships,
called the Ready Reserve force, have been refurbished and are
available in 5 to 10 days. Six are in the "enhanced" Ready Re-
serve force and are available in five days ."

Another pool of shipping, those ships in the Sealift Read,
ness Program, includes about 170 dry cargo ships and 25
tankers, all commercial bottoms stboidzed by the Government
and hypothetically available for emergencies other than no
bilization. Th#se resources are also dispersed worldwide. To se.
cure these resources probably would requife a minimum of 20 to
45 oays, but they would be phased in for military support under
directive of the Maritime Adminisiration, One oberver has
called the Seelift Readiness Program shipping a "non-aset, as

il l // I I-I II I I iI...
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illusory as a Hollywood set."'" Also, the Sealif I Headiness Pro-
gram activation authority has never been implemented; to do so
would De highly political and might involve lengthy litigation,
even though the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 was made more
binding in late 1981,11 In addition, there is also a Voluntary Tank-
er Agreement under which commercial resou'ces might be
made available to meet military requirements, but thiese ships
are available through other means, such as the Sealif! Readiness
Program,

Finally, upon Presidential proclamation, the United States
has requisitioning authority over US-'owned, foireignregistered
ships, In this category are some 236 dry cargo ships, of which 15
have military potential, and 159 tankers, 54 of which are militar ily
useful." For NATO support operations, the Allies have agreed to
make available some 800 ships to meet US lilt requirements . The
United State. expects to use about 420 of these allied ships. to,
the Pacific, South Korea is making sorne shippng available to
support Kotean contingencies.

From all the aforementioned sources, morue than 1,000
shipis could be available for a global conflict, an indication o! a
swoif all of 70 to80 percent of 6wiotecled r equirements. Wartime
losses would further eixacerbale the problem. For compar~son.
anl the eve of World War II, the United States had almotit 1.40U
mer chant sh"ps today less than 500 US ships remain with mili
tary utitly.0 $peclific ship plots a" configuration reQuiremeflls
also further limnit flexibility. 11 has been estimnated that up to 8,000
ship wtrias, a mntlh would be required to sustain NATO opera.
tions 4W*r, incldiN support for US and allied forces AndC
"thundering losses will occur."t Moreover, as stated earlier,
operations in Southwest As&a would be an even more, prodigious
task tMan reinforcing NATO.

Seril intiativeS are underway to met these re~uite-
merits. Fiast is t SL-,? program. Eight of these high-speo 3
knolls, however. ptob1 Sslaied tOp peed is 25 knots) ship
have been pwchaied arnd some wre beinig at least partially, modi,
tied to roBkoe"roI configuration to enhtance, their utility-for
exanvle. to carty Armny taoils The convesio should be corn.
p1ets in fiscal YPW 104 1 rye lo fIve of these ships can deliver
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a mechanized division to Southwest Asia in 11 to 12 days, or can
cioss ihe Atlantic to Europe in 31/z days. These ships will be a
"dedicated surge force" positioned at US ports for immediate
use.."-

"he Near-Term Prelpsitioned Force program is being ex-

panded with four additional ships from the NDRF for ammunition
prepositioning. The Nvy is acquiring a chartered SEABEE barge
carrier to transport outsize equipment. Also, a Maritime Preposi-
tioning Ship program is underway for the US Marine Corps that
should ease competition for other resources. Finally, the Navy is
expanding the Ready Reserve Force to 44 ships, with the "en-
hanced" slice going up to 14 ships which are to be available in 5
days." However, all these efforts will be offset somewhat by a
1982 decision to reduce operating subsidies for US shipping,
which will preclude further Sealift Readiness Progrum acces-
sions except for charters."'

Strategic mobility. Major improvements are underway Itn the
strategic mobility arena. But even with the enhancements plan.
ned. US strategic airlift and sealift is now and will remain insufft-
ciont through fiscal year 1987 to meet requirements for a
worldwide war. While the available lift may appear sufficient in
numbers for NATO operations alone, current resources are in-
adequate to meet early surge requirements, which are the key to
deterrence. This situation is further clouded when worldwide
needs are factored into the equation. The security of Europe end
Southwest Asia are "inextricably linked," so resources adequate
for just one region will be Inadequate to deter or fight in the
larger context.

ALUIED SUPPORT

As was stated in chapter 1, collective security Is the only
realistic response to the massive threat posed by the Soviet
Uion and its allies. Ttat concluioa notwithstanding, the Army
has been unlerstandably reluctant to rest success In battle on
the pefrfoane of nowUS ptIcipa nts The Office of the Secte.
tary of Defense. particularly dufn the Cartei administration,
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gave increased attention to a collective defense effort for both
threat and budgetary reasons, Yet, the allies in NATO and North-
west Asia have not fulfilled expectations, and the current world-
wide economic malaise makes any significant improvements on
their part unlikely for the foreseeable future.

The dilemma for the Army can be set squarely: in the event
conflict occurs in a vital region overseas, the Army must move
millions of tons of supplies and organize a complex support sys-
tem within the theater. Civilian authorities have not permitted the
Army to organize the requisite support structure-the "tal"-to
do the job. Instead, the Army has been forced to focus on com-
bat units while civilian authorities renegotiate with the allies for
the requisite logistical assistance-host nation support. In some
cases, the support is available, but in many cases the allies pro-
vide only vague "agreements in principle." Thus, a serious sup-
port gap exists.' To an Army p~anner dealing with life-and-death
issues, Informal agreements or sentiments of "reasonable as-
suiance" are unacceptable. The required support must be avail-
able or defenses will fell. Mutual support arrangements that
unbalance the Army force structure seriously inhibit, if not pre-
vent, employment of the force In regions where significant host
support is not available, as in Southwest Asia. The Army should
be suspicious of host nation support, where such efforts under-
cut the Army's ability to protect US vitai interests worldwide. in a
crisis, national interests prevail.

Ground combat forces expectations. Ths Allies carry a sig-
nificant responsibility for the defense of Europe. Of the eight for-
ward corps In the central region, three are West German, one is
British. one Is Dutch, one is Belqian, and only two are Amerlcan,
But this picture is misleading. Muct, has been made of tWe fact
that the Europeans now provide some 90 percent of the land
forces. Should It be any other way for the defense of home teri.
tory? It also is often forgotten that the United States is NATO
territory. Moreover, the 90 percent figure applies only to the
peacetime premobilizatlon posture." Often In mobilization, thti
relative participation of the United States and ltR allies changes
significantly. The defense of Europe Is clearly predicated on
combat reinforcements from the United States.

.,'>
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It has been said that NATO is a medium for defending
Europe with US leadership, manpo jr, and materiel assistance.
The use of these collective capabilities outside Europe is another
question, for as pointed out by Major General Richard C. Bow-
man, NATO is not a "global confederacy." 1, The limitation on
the use of collective defense capabilities applies to US security
relationships worldwide.

In view of the severe political (and economic) restraints and
threats to security in their own regions, the NATO Allies are un-
likely to provide any significant ground forces to oppose the So-
viets in Southwest Asia. The situation among the Southwest
Asian states s equally constrained, perhaps more so, because of
their political diversity and the comparative weakness of their
armed forces. They cannot be expected to oppose directly Soviet
units alone. But their suport, potentially including remnants of
the iranian forces, would be critical in countering a Soviet inva-
slor.

In Northeast Asia, the situation is different ortly in degree,
when it is viewed through the prism of US strategy. The Japan-
ese Self-Defense Force provides for the defense of japan, with
the United States assisting primarily in tactical air power. The
same is true in South Korea where US ground forces are not re-
outred to defend against North Korea. Against Japan. t, Soviets
would have to launch a major airborneamphbious assault while
they were distracted in other theaters; in Korea, China cou!d be
expected to oppose the diversion there of Soviet troops. In any
case, significant US ground reinforcements are not available for
the Pacific region in a global conflict.

Service suort. lhe Issues of allied su tpor for US forces
have never been fully aired because of ithe sheer magnitude of
the task and its political sensitivity. The matter is usually tackled
piecemeal, Indeed, the United States is reluctaN to press its al-
lies for what Is realty required. As the situation stands today an
through fiscal year 1987, in the event conflict ensues, much
ossential support will not be available. The gap is so wide that it
could not be clOsed In a few years, even if political agreements
were consummated-a highly doutful event.

.i
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In NATO, the US forces must operate under "reasonable
assurance" in regards to the avaliability of host nation support,
To demand fully consummated agreements is deemed unreason-
able. Army logisticians are caught between US budge t-basihd
directives to cut the tlail' and wary allies who will not commit
themselves to provide the support required to sustain US forces
in a conflict. For example, llr e Army is snort seven engineer bat-
talions for its two forward-deployed corps in Europe. The allies
have agreed to provide 'some" of the required support for re.
pairs and damage cont rol."

But the allies are making a major contribution through host
nation support arrangements for a bro~ad array of activities.
Many bilateral agreemarits commit certain allies to diverting sig-
nificant resources to support of US5 forces. West Germany, for
example, is planning to dedicate more than 90,000 rese'vists to
provide lNgislical !tuport to US units. This said, however, signi~ia
cant rectuirements remain outstanding in the a'eas of "decorl.
tamination, engineering su~pett. maintenanc~e. materiel
handling, medical, personnel. POW haing~', secwity. services,
transportation, wartime stationi~g. atietd damage repair, air
base seutity, facilities. tfansportatio and vol)W.0 suoportt The
same is true lor support of the hntt of communication in Europe,
It may be politically Drudent to say that tlhe prospect is en-
couraging' or that "there ha been a significaist break-
through.""I But the resourcos involvted are 30 great that 1he
aIlies will not piOftd 09")~ inl any reasonabl timef lame. For ew-
ample, West Germany is very pomtivai about motinlg US rfuir e-
mowts, but a recent WiMa German Defense Military ropot
proocted an inesurable, decline in the Federal Republic's abiritty
to meet its own needs over the next 20 year s."1 This tension on
the Borv government to expand its own defense caopies and
to orovide financial supporltfor other US twqurmeonts in Europe
clearly Is exacefbted by preure from tWe United Siale x4d
other alliss.

it is hard to put a good face on the nat nation sPpor1is
sue The United States cwreony plans to deploy tos into
Europe far in excms of wht may to reasonably supputed witn
the current and prCOeCtSO ("WOO fisal year t967) supr
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structure. As CINCUSAREUR. Gwerra Frederick Kroesen has
stated that the Army force now in Europe 'lacits sufficient sup-
port forces to guarantee its staying power, Fur thermore. a con-
flict in Southwest Asia would necV.tate drawing on the combat
support units now in Europe."

Whie tacifitlas are available in Oena, Somnalia, Oman. and
Egyp to support US forces, no forma host nation support agwe
mints exist mn Southwest Asia. The RDJTF is examining what
might be available and will subrmit requttments for considers-
tion by political authorities. Rigt now. and for soMi timne to
comte, US fores deployin to that region will have to tiansport
literally everything requred, aven refineod fuel-coals to Now-
ica"te! The roequreents for desertI fightng are mind-boggling,
rake ground transport: Plrmel reqIred 350 tons a day. includ-
lng water, to suppor owe motorize divsion over a 3O0.rnilt, sup
ply route in addiion to the diiion's organi transpot, the
Germn Ar my Hlih Commfand esttrnmted a need for 1.,170 &1&
tliwal trucku to tanapot t r~red suppies for the one divi.
sion.'1 The Vjnited Stawe nvst be abe to support a onme of
AryV dision over distates exceedng PlornnW~'s. In view of
theif vulnerabt. pipelines av4 aacrurh wit no slimiate the
grouiid tranaportation ptoblem. And this study addresse onl
Atmy cowbat force. When the enties pomt fores ate, factored
into the equation, one cao ~nestani why the ROJTF is over
220.000perwsnol

Onl a hetiati w peM Oitus one to obseve the cffoluty
o: Owe Airmy hbcauin Reserv Comen camabo tee o~c
Acowv Cuuortem tsseourc* Aaltoctios cQring new pwer lo
nel must be oreighted w agains reeto t o4d coftbat.c
t#a unts may not be mMe1t it MOWffiN strategi mobiit is
W.401able. 0400M "Wted ere t ~64 Vewe icrasd Mv*
pow.,nE5 traewd If r~~e adequat 61 Nwl0~15 of 'rane
nwcrus r.. . AtOhms. v4d Avceaew d 0 A~~ levels ma

not be othIectve id e1uime -, ari vW tii~ti liil go d*vl
The Army is Ow hmus of cards. One n#* oyatm is contingen
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onf manly others. If one isysten of supporting unit falls out, per-
haps by congressioinal or national command authority directive,
the entire organization may be affected." Indeed, the Armys
overall doctrirho for the future is contingent on the noew organ-za-
than and modern systems becoming operational in a timely man-
net.

The admninistration has available for its use an Army with its
torward dapoej forces and most of its Activo Comp~onent con-
tnenital US-based divisions trained "anr~dy for cvmbat, albeit
for a limited period. The other Active Componenit divisions are
less teady. a" the Reserve Component r einfor cing divisxias are
even lest so. By fiscal year 1967. the modernization effort will be
well 6nderwsy. But, although firepower will be significantly inl-
crossed and the force will have greatly irorved sustatnablity,
the Army will still be unable to carry out the national military
strategy. Many of the unit, prticuArly in the Reserve Compo-
nW-t4, will JIll havii outdated epuipmet-even though reliance
on the Resrv Components will be increasing. TKe unita across"
It e ard will boa;t varying stages in th moder nization process,
fe~htg the tension a" hustration of manpxor horxtags and
tyig to cooe with t"e new doctrine which is prediated on a
twogtly moderfnized 3nd proor y manned fotce

ShortAlls esist in entire Army diiion slices. Review of con-
grtuonal testenony, and information mloase on th Defense
Guidance fo fiscl years 1934-88 prmtts us to infet that the
Army Plannin Force. that force required to cArry out fth strat-
egy wtth rea&Sojlabl Aastirre" of success. wooeds 30 Omv.
sxmjl The current 24divsio force is th* minmum essential
force deenwrl adeqtuate on" for deter once. not for ftgting a

Equaly wiOu 'a the inabit CO t Unitto W1ate to deploy
ragy a RiAWo fIrCN to &Wy "ampo. particowaly outsid. Europe,
Whui 10WeA"ww 0" eirnce aid Owaing us vita interests in pp
ipdy Th oisOn 4 to purchaseC-SO aircraft an L4 siwill,
by W4e mils-I, provide tIN Capab"lt to deploy Mote vN44Ws
IWPto- a mafl Sfte forwad B&t cOMW"tt reuieants sor

0% It and te OM posat VMVI& ai~tn ORA globalWrq~eEs
p t g tOlovemen" into a mocie mest p"e poct"v
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Finally, the United States can count less on its allies at the
very time when cohesive combined action is required. At present
the first line of defense in any region of the world is supported
essentially by US resources. Since containment of the Soviets on
the interior of the Eurasian Continent depends on effective allied
support, some abrupt, if not coercive, measures will be required
to jar twe Western allies-and Japan-out of their lethargy.

In sum, one finds a hollow Army, but a dynamic organization
well on the way to recovery, if adequately supported. But, the
Army must ruthlessly review requirements and the resources
available, and then it must recommend the commitment of its
combat power to the most critical points in meeting the Soviet
threat. The next step is to consider options for better employing
available Army combat forces in a worldwide war scenario.

.zd
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4. STRATEGIC OPTIONS FOR
US ARMY FORCES

IT SHOULD BE CLEAR from the previous chapters that the
United States seriousty lacks the wherewithal-it is short
mote than a low Army divisions. among other things-to ful-

fill the US military strategy. The principal need, therefore, is to
provide the resources necuawy to build the required military
capability. Even assuming the requisite national will and con-
gmesaonal support. this buidu would take time-perhaps a
deeade of mote after the ditision to do so, unless the nation do-
cided to mlobilize,-

The t*reqimnt is for a fully manned and modernized
Army, both Active and Reserve Components. organized as an ex-
0edionary force that is fully sustainable for as lon as the So.
viets calln light, and backed by the requisite strategic mobility to
deploy rapdy the force to any trouble spot worldwide Only tIus
can the United Sales hope to contain the SovIS on the inltrior
of the Euraswa Continent and hae detesrrence endure. Unforu-
niately, the adminsration apprently has no, intention of budin
up the Army to accomplish tIs vital mission, it thus becomes
necessary to look fo& optons tr further rationaliation of the
planned usa of available Arm combat forces to maxium their
00oWta i the most crii" theats.

The nation will hae to deal w1th this shortfall i resouces
by conductin theate opeatins sequentially, at lest as re-
"ad majoit Army force commitments. Hloftal, Owe seque

Ila cox~rt of operations has not been unuua for A 4eMMIXaY -
I World War 11, the Europen tet receivd kniia emphass
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attention shifted to the Pacific only after V-E Day. It is often for.
gotten, however, that significant resources were employed in the
Pacific during the 1942 to 1945 period. For example, there were
21 Army divisions in the Pacific theater on V-E Day, the Army
had grown to 83 divisions worldwide during ihe course of the
war. Also, more naval forces were employed in the Pacific than
in the primary Atlantic-European theater.

While the need to consider sequential theater operations is
generated largely by the shortfall in resources, the global impact
is blurred, if not hidden, by the untoward emphasis still placed on
single regions. For example, USCINCEUR, Commander of the
RDJTF. and CINCPAC could consider the use of the same units,
supplies, and equipment, Further, all theater commanders draw
on the same strategic mobility resources. The need for detailed
examination of a worldwide conflict-multiregional planning,
and manifest, the impact of having the same forces available for
planning to several theaters-must be constantly emphasized.
For, despite the new emphasis on global conflict, under the pres-
ent system more reasoned multiregional planning still may occur
only at a time of international crisis.

How such operations will be carled out in the face of an
enemy with more than 1 80 land divisions that can fight on sever.
&l fronts simultaneously is not clear. Once forces are engaged in,
say. Southwest A*i, it would be virtually impossible to disen-
ge those forces and relocate them to Europe. Moreover,
strategic mobility resources would alrea4d be severely taxed
meeting multiple intertheater requirements from the United
States. thereby making a major intraontinental relocation above
the Eurasian petiphery highly unlikely. Therefore. employing
major forces in tho Persian Gulf early on in a conflict may guar.
antee failure of defenses in the more vital region--Central
Europe, If, alternatively, all the forces were deployed to and en-
gaged in Europe. no sigificant forces would be available for
Oh" heaefs, the "vital" nature of Persian Gulf oil notwilh.

Miility stallt MuI provide fot the cOnceation of existing
forces at all vital f0lois on the Eurasian continent with the un-
desIMfti that. *Xe deployed, they probably will not redeploy
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elsewhere, at least in the first few months of a conflict. To do this
necessitates ranking US interests worldwide and, in view of the
resource shortfall, being willing to expose regions of lesser im-
portance to destruction or occupation if other allied or friendly
forces are unavailable of if they tail to sustain a defense.

Consider the following six options for geographically reori-
enting available land combat forces to concentrate better
against those vital regions most susceptible to major Soviet
ground invasion. The first option addresses forces for the most
recently added task-security of Persian Gulf oil. But, because
the strategy-force mismatch now primarily relates to meeting al-
ready deficient force requirements for NATO and simultaneously
supporting major operations in Southwest Asia, the remaining
options will consider how to make Army combat units available
to meet these dual regional requirements while taking into ac-
count the needs of less important regions and allied-friendly na-
tion capabilities worldwide.

OPTION 1. FORMALLY REDUCE THE US ARMY FORCE
COMMITMENT TO NATO

The NATO commitment now coopts the majority of the US
general purpose forces, particularly in the Army. Therefore, if
one assumes no Increase In Army forces to meet global require-
ments, It Is to the NATO commitment that one naturally looks for
forces to meet additional tasks such as the defense of Southwest
Asia. Other services have already taken this step. To meet Indian
Ocean defense requirements, for example, the Navy down-
graded one aircraft carrier as a NATO resource and withdrew it
from full-time commitment to the Mediterranean In 1980. Inas-
much as the conventional balance favors the East, particularly in
land forces, no Army units can be withdrawn from NATO without
furthet degradin European defenses, Therefore, allied capa.
bility an will to offset any US force reductions are key consid-
orations. Straight away, it Is Important to note that the issue here
is not one of reducing the US forces now deployed in Furope. Re-
ductions contemplated in this option are from those US Army
forces based in the continental United States but committed to
relinorce Europe In a crisis.
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As pointed out earlier, the Army now has four divisions and
six brigades or regiments forward deployed in Europe. (One, the
Berlin Brigade, is not committed to NATO.) An additional 15 divi-
sions and 18 brigades or regiments are formally committed to
NATO (that is, in the "assigned" or "earmarked" category). As-
suming that there are six sets of division equipment in POMCUS
and that the United States can deploy rapidly two heavy divisions
with their equipment by sea, the Army should meet its 1 0-division
D-Day (M + 10) commitment. The forces considered "available"
for deployment elsewhere include the 14 divisions in the United
States (of which 9 are committed formally to NATO beyond the
initial 10-division force).

Any major force commitments outside Europe necessarily
will reduce the forces available for NATO, as some contingency
forces are also allocated to NATO. Thus, because the United
States currently can deploy units drawn from the 31/3 Army divi-
sions allocated for planning to Southwest Asia, the US commit-
ment to the Alliance has been reduced already, de facto if not de
jure. The Alliance has been on notice since April 1980 about US
intentions to deploy major forces to Southwest Asia,' It would
appear prudent and politically important to report this planned
degradation to NATO officially in the annual Defense Planning
Questionnaire (DPO). It is politically expedient-but deceptive-
to argue that these forces still might go to Central Europe, be-
cause the likelihood of a war beginning there is very low indeed.
Moreover, some of the allies informally have suggested placing
the RDJTF forces in the DPQ "other forces" category (that is,
forces that might cooperate with NATO at some future time).

The first reason the United States should make a formal

change in its commitment is for clarity of purpose: to leave
these RDJTF forces committed to several contingencies is to en-
gage in a "mirror game." Ever since NATO was established, US
attempts to encourage significantly increased allied defense ef.
forts have been a signal failure. Indeed the allies have made im-
provements, but to underscore a point made in chapter two, they
have no intention of building an effective conventional defense
capability. The commitment of the US strategic nuclear system
Is, of course, a major obstacle. Another impediment, in my judg-
ment, is the high level of US general purpose forces committed

mm I i1 '
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to European defense. Moreover, in view of the potential for short
warning, it is impossible to move more than 15 divisions across
the Atlantic in time to influence a decision. A former US ambas-
sador to NATO reported that it was ludicrous to predicate the de-
fense of Europe on reinforcements from the United States. It is
possible that a formal reduction in the US commitment might
shake the allies out of their lethargy.' If not, there is no real loss,
since many of these reinforcing units would not be in Europe any.
way If a conflict had, in fact, occurred first in Southwest Asia.

With a population base of 222 million, the United States
maintains an active duty force of 2 million. The allies (excluding
Spain), with a population bass of 350 million, maintain 3.2 million
soldiers in uniform. The United States and allied ratios of military
forces to population are reasonably close for Active Component
forces. In gross terms, without factoring out requirements out-
side Europe, the United States provides 39 percent of the active
forces among the NATO Allies. For reserve forces, the United
States provides only 19 percent of the overall total, but a utility
comparison is striking. With 606.000 personnel, the US Army Re-
serve Components provide eight divisions and 30 brigades or
regiments, of which seven divisions and 24 brigades or regi-
ments deploy to Europe. With 2.1 million (less United States)
ground force reserves, the allies produce only two additional divi.
sions (equivalent), Even allowing for rear aeaei security and other
support requirements, the allies could otganmo and equip many
additional combal units. Indeed. one of the LongFTefm Defense
Program measures involves the allies doing just that.'

So. alter moilizatio, the US Army eventually provides
almost hall the combat divisions (equivalent) in NATO evn
though the allies are operating from a population base that is
larger by 100 million. Apoloists for the ailies in and out of uni.
form have clouded this picture by constantly pointing out that the
Ollies now provide 90 percent of the ground force in Europe.

Indeed. the Europeans have purposely not otganized their
reserve forces into units. To do so might create an effective con-
ventiOnal defense that wouild, in ther view, w9oe detetrence,
The allies W are, concerned that excessive pietlutson Europe
to tom rosertv units might undernme the active force structure
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in certain countries. And, longstanding bias against reserve
forces, in general, among US personnel also poses an obstacle.'

One finds the same general situation when examining de-
fense expenditures. In 1979, with 38.6 percent of the NATO
countries' population, the United States provided 58.2 per cent of
the total defense expenditures. Of all the allies, only West
Germany exceeds this population percentage in defense spend-
ing.1 The United States provides more than 50 percent of the
total NATO defense expenditures, even though the NATO Allies'
gross domestic product exceeded that of the United States by
S435 billion in 1979.' Overall, the United States spent 5.2 percent
of its gross domestic product to! defense in 1979, as opposed to
3.4 percent for the allies. As with the manpower cornpariscns.
the conclusion is clear. EQuity dictates significantly increased
defense spending on the part of the allies. Yet here again, the at-
lia apologists often obscure this iSSue by pointing to declining
US defense spending (as a percentage of national output) in the
lOTMs. or skew the allied effort, for example, by factoring out
Canada.#

It appear s. then, that the manpower and treasute ar e avail,
able wthfin Alliance iesources. not only to orgaize combtat units
to replace, US divisions. but also to increase overall conventional
force capabilities. The allies should take these atom posthaste,
US actions notithstanding.

To Soearate the current ROJTF trom formal NATO commit.
ments. ft US Army force commitment would hav to be
reduced by only one divson In the near Itm, Thus, the replace-
ment Ormpact on a&lod tesowrces is not great, Over the fwve*yat
period. the United Stutes could wthdre two more divisionts.
ts permittig the allies to Oias. en their aSsumptlion of these
responsiblities. The uNits nvolvd woul not detract from the 10.
division M + 10 force. but couldl be diawn tram later 4uplmmVn

diiosta may not signiicaritly influence the outcomne o* the
battle. (See tigwe A-I I

After a ternorar dip oward the Wot when Ohe inti 10
US divsions arriwve4n it we omplo, data available in Docenfer
1100, we tend that Ite proected massive Soviet buildu ckl
returns the Go&ie aduita at about 1.7 tein the Warsaw Pact's
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favor. (Anything exceeding 1.44:1 is considered unfavorable to
NATO: anything over 1 .62:1 is unacceptable.)' Although NATO
has made some absolute improvements, the relative advantage
of the Warsaw Pact continues to grow," (Thus, the larger NATO
defense problem, which is outside the context of this study, is far
broader than allied replacement of five US divisions.)

A common argument usually offered by civilian strategists
is that US forces and supplies in Europe are half-way to the
Gulf." It is hard to imagine that the United States would draw any
significant forces and equipment from Europe to prepare to en-
gage the Soviet Union in Southwest Asia. Such a move to under-
mine NATO defenses in Europe at the peak of a major crisis with
the Soviet Union would be in neither the US nor the collective Al-
liance interest. Indeed, in view of the 1973 Arab-Israeli war expe-
rience, the allies would express considerable opposition to such
diversions. Thus, efforts now to rationalize the US commitment
to NATO would permit better planning tor the g!otal war case.

Another positive affect of reducing the flow of US reinforce-
ments to NATO would be reduction of the sale of the required
European infrastructure, supplies, and equipment for US forces,
now woefully underfunred. Support costs fot 19 divisions are not
insignilicant.

All the discussion so far begs the question: How vital is
Western Europe to the United States? If Europe is indeed the
most vital US interest overseas. should forces be diverted from
NATO to ottw frgions Whale these issues are more questions of
picy than stralegy, they felate to the issue at hand A policy that
expands global conmitments, without expanding the Army
torceS to meet the new requiremfts, forces the issue of global
priorities into vefy sr*rp relief For military strategsts risk equa.
tis MA I made reionally and globally, and they must con-
sidir drawig down capabilities in some regions to otovide at
least a ndicum of capability in othet vital areas Even thoug
the Securty of Western Euope is a vit' US nterost, som re-
"ction in the US Atmy oce cOmwment to NATO merits

so mA consideration by ou potl authorities.

The worst atenalv would be to contina the current
miitolpe-tsung of forces or the global war case This situatim
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poses no incentive for the allies to face squarely !he current in-
adequacy of existing conventional forces. The units involved
dilute precious training time trying to be prepared for vastly dif-
ferent environments. Effective planning for worldwide war is in-
hibited, and critical decisions for deployrients are deferred urtil
a crisis is at hand. Clearly, something must be done. The remain.
ing options suggest ways to make forces available from other
global regions to permit the United States to meet force require-
ments for Southwest Asia while mitigating the impact on NATO.

OPTION 2. CONCENTRATE ARMY ON ITS NATO MISSION
AND REASSIGN ITS RDJTF MISSION
IN SOUTHWEST ASIA

The primary responsibility for the RDJTF ground force mis-
sion could be assigned to the US Marine Corps. Assigning an all-
Marine Corps force to Southwest Asia could permit the Army to
concentrate on the NATO mission. Indeed, the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee has suggested to the Secretary of Defense that
the Marine Corps form the core of the RDJTF. The committee
noted that "the traditional role of the US Marine Corps and its
current force structure have been designed as one appropriate
to quick response to crises around the world." ,

Brigadier General Philip L. Bolte (Retired) recommended a
division of Fevonsiblities-specialization-Ior the Army and
the Marine Corps, suggesting that the Army concentrate on
NATO and the Marine Corps on non-NATO contingencies. He
recognized, however, the need to make the Army responsible for
reinforcing the Marine CoRps forces for sustained operations."

Such specialization would greatly faciliate the planning

task and Irairing requirements for both services, Considering
Current plans to employ forces drawn from the 3/ Army divi-
sions allocated for planning and 11,1 Marine Amphibious Forces
(MAF) in Southwest Asia in the near term, the Marine Corps
could inded offset the loss of Army combat lorces, perhaps with
som degradation in mechanied a armor capability. The
Army's NAIO comitment would not have to be d kninihed.

Two of the four (three active, one reserve) Marine Amphi.

III | ! / / ..... .'.... ..
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bious Forces are committed to NATO; thus, this option would en-
tail elimination of US Marine Corps commitments to European
defense. But a de facto reduction in Marine Corps commitments
to NATO, similar to that of US Army Forces, has already oc-
curred." The 7th Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB), at Twenty.
Nine Palms, California, is the initial force that could deploy to
Southwest Asia; indeed it is 7th MAB's equipment that is aboard
the Near-Term Prepositioned Force at Diego Garcia. A
composite or Air Force would follow by sea, If the present
strategy is fully implemented, only one composite MAF would be
left from the NATO-oriented force, and that with no amphibious
shipping, at least early on. Thus, this option would eliminate only
the remaining land-bound MAF from the NATO commitment.

Availability of the other Marine Corps forces remains to be
examined. These forces include the III MAF which, although
traditionally focused on Korea, could ba made available for
operations in the Persian Gulf. These forces are all trained for
operations in Southwest Asia, Now, while the three active MAFs
provide roughly the same firepower as the Army-Marine Corps
package now considered for Southwest Asia, the Marine Corps
also has a reserve division-the 4th Division-Wing Team (DWT).

Apparently suffering from the same antireserve bias as the
Army, the 4th Marine OWT lacks equipment and personnel;, thus.
it cannot form a full-fledged MAF. This division is used to aug-
ment and reinforce the three active dioions. After a period of
preparation and training, the residual force is available for de-
ployment as a MAB (brigade-ze core) with austere organic air
support. This tactical air degradation would not wessarily be
critical in Southwest Asia, as the Air Force could p1ovide the re-
quisite tactical sir support. although perhaps loss eficiently tihan
would be the case with organic reI9uices. Nor would the delay in
availability be a greater poblden than alrea*y exists, Wot the
paucity of strategic lilt already dictales lIe de1iloymftents for
many units

To sum up the force picture, 31.4 MAFs coui be made avail-
aWe OW deplomet to Southwest Asia by e iting au US
Marine Corps It o NATO and South Korea 1' In view of the
ser limtilltioms on the lorce that would be valble in NATO

......................
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and the lack of demonstrated need in South Korea, this would aW
pear to be a reasonable alterna0v6. But some Army reinforce-
ment, at least one division, is required to enhance tI" immediate
deterrent effect and to bolster defense against a mechanized
and armored attack. The Marine Corps needs heavy units,
armored or mechanized, lot reinforcement. Thus, it would be
prudent to withdraw a mechanized division from NATO and re-
place it with a light division.

Focusing soely on Southwest Asa for general war woultd
give ft. Marine Corps a specifi mission, sornething many
Mar ines have long sought. The Marine Corps traditionally has as-
sumed responsibilities wof ktwide. As Fr ancis J. West. Jr., Aasi3-
tant Secretary of Defense (international Scurily Affairs), has
stated. 'It is difficult to discusa the Marine Corps in terms of a
central threat. Tks lack of spec'fic focus poses diffic-iuties for
organization an training, but supportors of a global oriontation
point up the flexibdity gained by such a deliberate nonspeciatiza.
tion. As the Navy Secoetary said. 'The flexibilty, readiness, andl
the 'Strike force' character of the Marine Corvps represents the
epito0me of the gla operation of Maneuver warfare.',,

A heavier Mar ine Cops or ientation alsowid enhance the
ROJTr's forcbe on"r capability (aslluniln increases ir~ ~nib.
ious lift). At preset , Army for ces mUst assure a benign anvir on,
ment for initial depoynt (notwittanding a limitled brigde.
sie oar achute drop capiabiity), even the 7th MAO squim
aboard the Near Termi PI.posiiiiored Force isquires tinig en*,
ronmet l ot delivery (Ideed. Matn.. tae exception to ca"n
t" NTPF a 'Fotce ) Mail* Corps control would changea t
chaVate of tOe planni awd ptepgrations pathaps, imv.1%4r
fth cosoliationt now i the Pacific (it not th Iuiden Ocean) of

essentavfy adl ivailabe amphibou shipin. One migt eoe
argue fr a btl MAR in tOe knia oea regin m pac of tn
smalle Matran Ariphbius Ut* &uch planin also **Al un,
durgard proraM to incras fth US eniph*bius ast cae.-f which is now serily fkwnt. Curently, *ill fth US
caosbit of litig I % MA~s is t'1I the Marie Coop woWl
he hard presse to conduc an amvPhibou landin with t Se
soul ecNHan of a MAP, cv wit a am WA eeppd Wo aua&
tame oweratIonsh addton, the bee of11 ships grenhialy

.......
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available for anphibioOperations is declining because te-
placements or* not being built rapidly enough.

Advocates of global tlexibilty might argue that it this valu-

b eW of the requirement for planning to counteract Marine
Corps forces elsewhere. But ths facts do not bear out this view,
In the event of a US.Soviet crisis involving the Persian Gulf, we
lected Marine Corps forces may be deployed t( the Gulf via all
available amphOus shipping. Upon arrival, the fCoe might or
might not condjct an amphibrious assault. During is critical
period of approximately 30 to 45 days. no wamibou lift would
be available for use elsewhere. Regardleas of Convmanr,
IkOTF needs, the amphibius shipis could not be redeployed to
another theater without a long. slow transit (at ts stage. one as-
sums1 tv Suz Canal would be closed) and the naval escortI
forces would not be avadsb~e in the ealy weekts after 0-Dav
One the United States is serisy engaged with Soviet tores in
amiy sprgle theater, the ide* of global flexibility for Marine Corps
forces does not hold uo if raed resoonse is owl of the equation,
Moreover, mhe Commavtnder, RDJTF would presumnably figt h~ard
to rtatin the arrphibious lift in the Gul f"e to enhance his Ro1w-

Staff offlcels at Marine Corps Headquarters argu that
Mar no CWOp units shoud be employed i supflot of the naoval
CWflPeWgf-tt 'is wWon to weoo two ahemnatives N4ATO ON
Sothllwes Asia, both oi which WftI MisMs Ot Marine CorPs
capab~l~ies. Thi s i a vali dotrlinal cretictur, but the notionali
mW"iar strategy &It***~ Wor s the em0lorinkI of vq4%tean
Mar"n COrp reslouiesa in Sowest As&iaon a sustaied aa'

The opW~ ~ne consderation hore begin with the taco,
rnlteo tat twe ame 31,, MFs avalakfe, Wu wnchle" h ltr
Ofll an asaut ech"o IAA Hcw are these locos to be
employe ia worlt~*d we1 ftis haryt til tOW i geeal
we. welt vta securtvK inteet vi eos a"y wnt Woes
would to k"wi &A of action I s "atn t wrat ofWflaOu
NWn The pacit of amboo us lift v4d "rm reoece
morn Owa ft Mari COWu vey W*at Would be msaeed ia
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major conflict. There are indeed some migsions; in suppwr of the
naval campaign, such as Island or choke-point security, that do
not require amphibious lift. But these missions would tie up the
Marine, Corps forces much as the Southwest Asia commritmenit
does. This is the reaso Ithe Marine Corps seelks early Army relief
from such tail as island security. This study deals with the
realities of the strategy-force mismatch, not doctrine: we should
Point out that although it may be delsirabe, p~tmanelfly emipoy-
inig Marine Corps forces misuses their capebfities. There is
woe truth to this point, but in a nop~ad4ucc global conflict, all
forces will be employed to accompish national objectives. In
Korea and Viotnam, Marine, Corps forces Yw employed Inland
for sustained oerations exactly "s the Atrmy was.

The polit ica mpact resulting from the reoval 0f Matro
Corps forces ffrm Nottheas Asia is anewther issue. In the early
stages of a woridivide *at, Japan would be under he"v pres-
sure from the Kremlin and the West. thu the Dossibility of a mou-
Iral JApW (and China) ca~o be discounted" At tIS critical
functure. it will be Wimportant for the United States to maintain a
mnilitlaq rysnt i~~ln the Wester~n Pacific. Olrtlicularly with naval
forc*s. If the maoity of the Pacific Flees surface forceS were
occupied elswere. it w**A be difficult to orovide such a
presence, at 'eas in te early weekis of the war It he IlI IAAF
forces redeploy to Soulhwlilt Asia the US ~4un comt owe
Iwo woWl be anclhored by th 2d Wnantry ODaon in Kwo,
whieh is nof necessalt, perceie IS a tegiona stategi force,
it wilhus be high" deh~r to toem9 a signifiant nlal
presence in the Westen Pacfi as ooen as cosum e

The nMos seriou problem with ft9 option is Marine Ctrps
orgaation A MAF is simly no otganass and eo*W for
sJUsaned operAMn agae*s a 80hobtoiced men ized lorC*
Suidei a strong... Votale antirmot caoablty aV4 fs

re0.led tAimy reinftwmeno nowt ha t this&A issteo
oagaft, is fao WWge Ow operat* in SautiWes Asa Many ma

SHM otf OAce .thsth Marine COWo has; MeogiM and has
&brea&* Wen si~e to ficreoso its fitot wowe nd on~llince fs
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The main issue here is one of degree. The Marine Corps will
always give primacy to rapid deployment that affects the nature
of its organization and equipment. The idea of "heavying up' is
unacceptable to Marine Corps authorities. The Corps seeks to re-
tain a tie to the amphibious assault, which since the Korean War
emphasizes air-transportable equipment and the helicopter as-
sault. ° Clearly, the Marine Corps does not want to become
another land army. Although rapid deployment and heavier
forces create a serious dilemma, it is not insurmountable. The
Army is dealing with the same issue, for neither the Army nor the
Marine Corps now possesses an adequate capability."1 This op-
tion suggests concentrating the Southwest Asia ground defense
effort primarily in the Marine Corps.

OPTION 3. REPLACE THE 2D INFANTRY DIVISION
IN KOREA

The option of withdrawing a US Army unit from South Korea
would not necessarily involve a reduction in US ground forces,
but would potentially change the type of forces and perhaps
cause a relocation. Indeed, after visiting with North Korean
leaders, including Kim ,-sung, Representative Stephen J. Solarz
concluded that "in the absence of a significant reduction of ten-
sions In Korea and/or the establishment of an acceptable and in-
digenous balance of power between the two Koreas, it would be
a mistake to withdraw our forces from South Korea." 22 The issue
is whether the United States can afford to leave a much-needed
Army combat unit in a region of lesser priority for deterrence
when serious risks exist in more vital regions.

The United States clearly intends to remain a Pacific-as
opposed to an Asian-power; East Asia and the Pacific form an
integral security region in the US global security matrix.2" The na-
tion will maintain some presence in, and capacity to operate on,
the Asian Continent.

At the same time, the United States views Europe and
Southwest Asia as more Important to its national security than
Korea or Northeast Asia in general." Thus, regional adjustments
should be supportable If they enhance the US position in other
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more important areas-thereby improving the US position vis-a-
vis the Soviets globally-without significantly degrading the US
position in Asia. Improvement of overall global flexibility should
enhance US security.

Since 1971. the only US ground troops stationed near the
demilitarized zone (DMZ) in Korea have been one battalion of the
2d Infantry Division to provide support for the Military Armistice
Commission Headquarters area and a small detachment with the
Uttited Nations Command Infantry Division, strategically posi-
tioned between the DMZ and Seoul and the only remaining US
ground combat force in Korea. Only 30 kilometers from the DMZ,
the capital city is practically within North Korean artillery range.
In 1950 Seoul was seized by the North Koreans in only three
days, so the requirement for major ground troops north of Seoul
is obvious.

The US role in Korea is an excellent manifestation of the
Nixon Doc:trine under which the South Koreans provide the bulk

of the military manpower, backed by US air, navdl, and logistical
support,-n Since the departure of the 7th Infantry Division in
1971, the 2d Infantry Division has been in strategic reserve. The
South Korean Army has improved over the past decade, and the
role of the US ground force has come to be viewed by some ob-
servers as primarily one of deterrence." Understandably, this
view is disputed by some current and former US Army leaders in
Korea. Notwithstanding such objections, a 14,000-strength divi
sion is quantitatively insignificant compared to the half-million
South Korean ground forces, which are backed by a reserve
force of 1. 1 million. Moreover. South Korean authorities slated in
1970 that, with proper assistance, by 1975 their country could
handle its own defense. Again, in 1975, President Park stated
that in four to five years South Korea would be able to defel it-
self without US support."

In a time of crisis, the major outside need is for US air and
naval forces and logistical support, Some additional US Army
forces might be deployed to Korea in a unilateral contingency, as
practiced in the Team Spirit exercise series. But such deploy-
ments in a worldwide conflict would require degradations else-
where. However, elements of III MAF could stage forward to
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Korea from Okinawa and Hawaii as part of the naval force.

Whether this move would actually take place would depend on
the situation at the time. Now some of these Marine Corps forces
are also committed to Southwest Asia, but conceivably, the divi-
sion could be available for reinforcement of Korea partly be-
cause the forces would not arrive en masse; however, they have
no viable mission early on.

Furthermore, in a global conflict, regions with higher priority
would coopt all the strategic airlift ano sealift, including amphibi-
ous shipping. No US strategic lift would be available to move the
Marine Corps forces forward to Korea. Korean airlift and sealift
could be used, but the Koreans have sufficient amphibious ship-
ping to move only 2,500 personnel, a battalion landing team,
Even under the best conditions, these forces would dribble into
Korea. This problem could be solved by stationing Ill MAF in
Korea permanently.

Because the most serious ground force shortfall worldwide
is in US Army forces, stationing the requisite Marine Corps
forces in Korea permanently would permit relocation of the 2d In.
fantry Division, thus making it available for higher priority re-
quirements in Southwest Asia or Europe, The current 2d Infantry
Division organization is unique, the result of peninsular geog-
raphy and evolutionary force reductions Its three brigades in-
clude only seven battalions: two armored, two mechanized, and
three infantry in addition, an air cavalry squadron is available
that could be used as a maneuver unit. Thus, a light Marine am.
phibious force of six battalions might provide more firepower
than tIe Army division, especially with the MAF's organic tac-
tical air element, Indeed, the most pressing immediate reinforce.
ment requirement in Korea is for tactical air support.

Such an exchange in forces would enable senior US c.
sionmakers to address the issue of where to station the Ub
ground force. Political authorities have long been concerned that
placing US gound troops between the DMZ and Seoul would
make US involvement in any conflict automatic, eliminating any
opportunity for nationallevel consideration. It is, of course, the
very placement of the 2d Infantry Division that enhances deter-
rence on the peninsula, And other US personnel remain in the
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DMZ, about 200 US personnel who might not be withdrawn early
on in a crisis are involved in supporting the joint security area.

While a small US force is required in the DMZ to support the
joint security area, It might be desirable to locate the main body
of the Marine Corps force in P'ohang, well to tWe south of Seoul,
with South Korean marine forces. This relocation would signifi-
cantly enhance the training opportunities for the US units. US
Marine Corps forces on Okinawa have been experiencing in.
creasing constraints on their training, something they would not
obtain in Korea. The III MAF units now eagerly seek opportunities
to deploy forward to Korea lot training. Even if the force were to

occupy the northern facilities vacated by the 2d Infantry Division
(the cheaper alternative), they would still be able to conduct
training far superior to that available in Okinawa. Also. South
Korean marine units are stationed in the North on the Kimpo Pe-
ninsula, near the 2d Infantry Division facilities.

Locating the replacement forces south of Seoul might af-
foct the deterrence equation, but not altogether negatively over
the long term. The likelihood of not engaging US ground troops
(other than United Nations Command and Military Armistice
Commission support forces) immediately could lower deterrence
(although a small US Marine Corps force would probably be near
the DMZ). But the change would serve to drive South Korea to
seek independent capabilities more quickly. As former Premier
Kim Chong.pl stated in 1972, "The US troops now stationed in
our country will return home sooner or later This means that we
must defend our country through our own strength."m

Historically, the reversal of the Carter withdrawal plan will
probably be seen as a temporary ebbing in the long-term ground
force withdrawal from Korea. Placing the Marine Corps force
south of Seoul could be viewed as a "next step" on the slow
withdrawal process. Regardless of Reagan administration state.
ments to the contrary, the Koreans see such a withdrawal as
Inevitable.N If the move is made gradually and it it is properly
coordinated, Japan would likely support it as well." But the with-
drawal issue exceeds the timeframe of the option under consid.
eration here and is only directly related to the basing option.
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Without Question, under this option the Marine Corps forces
located in South Korea would be less flexible, but as we have
seen, mobility resources are inadequate to give these forces
global flexibility anyway. Moreover, the battalions in Korea would
probably operate there on a rotational basis, thereby ensuring
that all forces receive periodic amphibious training.

As for the question of financing, some cost sharing with re-
gional states might be worled out, although direct Japanese fi-
nancial support for military activities in Korea would have to be
avoided. ,' Suich support would help to offset the grumbling in
Congress about defense burden sharing, Moreover, there might
be a reduction in the US presence on Okinawa unless the 2d In-
fantry Division were relocated there.

Since this study conceins Army forces, the focus in this oW
tion is on making the 2d Infantry Division available for require-
ments of higher priority. In other words, the issue is whether the

United States can afford to leave the division dispositioned
where it is not needed for defense while defense of more vital in.
terests hangs in the balance. One could argue that the Ill MAF
force is available to deploy elsewhere (as in the previous option).
But Marine Corps forces are les capable of handling a direct
confrontation with Soviet mechanized and armored units in other
regions than they are of operating against North Korean forces in
terrain less suitable for mechanized operations. Moreover, were
the Pohang basing option to be selected and a crisis occur, with-
drawing the entire force for deployment elsewhere (even oper-
ationally within Korea) would be far easier than disengaging the
2d Infantry Division from its forward positions. In the midst of a
major crisis, however, particularly if conflict were to break out on

the peninsula, the South Korean Government would undoubtedly
oppose the withdrawal of any combat forcos from Korea. The So.
viets may encourage Kim I-sung to attack for exactly this pur.
pose-to tie down US resources,

The potential benefits, notwithstanding the withdrawal of

the 2d Infantry Division from Korea, would precipitate serious po-
litical undercurrents In Northeast Asia, particularly in Korea, The
sensitivity demonstrated about this issue essentially precludes

any maijor changes without political damage.
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OPTION 4. RELY ON STATES IN THE REGION FOR
GROUND FORCES IN SOUTHWEST ASIA

Another option for reducing commitments for US Army
forces in Southwest Asia is to rely on states in the region for
ground forces. Requirements for US forces to counter a Soviet
incursion in Southwest Asia are the greatest potential drain on
the NATO commitments. As we have seen, if an emergency de-
velop* in Southwest Asia involving a serious Soviet threat, the
United States is now considering the deployment of Army forces
drawn primarily from the three divisions allocated for planning in
the region, If such a contingency were to precede a direct threat
to NATO. these forces would not be available for deployment to
Europe. Moreover, it is undesirable to divert more than token
Europeai-oriented combat units, US or allied, away from Central
Europe while NATO remains inferior to the Warsaw Pact.

In the event the United States were to rely on states in the
region for the bulk of the ground force, it would be reasonae to
expect that the full spectrum of US AAr Fo;ce, Navy, and Marine

Cor p forces might still be deployed to Southwest Asia, and that
US-sponsored command and control and logistical support
would be provided. Without Sucl support. defense against a So-
viet invasion would be impossible in any case. Furthermore,
regardless of the primacy of its involvement, the United States
naturally seeks the widest possible support lot, and participation
in, operations against Soviet forces- If selected regional states
were to provide all of even a portion of the required ground
forces, an thereby reduce US requirements, the impact on the
direct delense ol Europe would be feduced. (it is understood that
arty operations outside Europe will affect NATO to some degree
because. at minimum, logistical support would be diverted from
that region.)

Operating lone, military units from regional states cannot
directly conifont Soviet lirst41ne units successfully. But with the
requisite trnaing and modern equipment, US tactical support,
and the advantages of ttged lerrain, selected regional units
might be able to perform reasonable ellectively. The perform.
ance of the muahedn in Afghanistan against Soviet forces is in-
structve in this reard.
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Since it is close by and has an army of1470,000 (17 divisions
and 19 additional brigades), Turke" would appear to be a likely
candidate to provide forces for operations in Iran against a So-
viet invasion.- (Some of these units ate understrength and poor-
ly equipped.) However. as was pointed out in chapter 2. Turkish
authorities have ruled out participation in such a conflict, except
as pert of NATO. Moreover, in a NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict,
Turkey would expect to be fully engaged defending its own terri-
tory on NATO's southern flank, Thus. we must look elsewhere for
potential replacemnts for US Armyv divisions.

Yable 4-1 depicts other potential regional sources for
giound comt units, The most distant country, Egypt. is a Possio
bility. With 10 divisions. Egypt might be willing to allocate a por-
tion of these forces for operation in Iran it provided strategic lift
and suported logistically by the United States. But the expected
Soviet control of the Eastern Mediterranean migfv; embolden the
Libyans to act against Egypt. in concert with Soviet naval otr
attons. Thus, soma Egyptian forces would be required to defend
along the Libyan border.-

Considering the Ltolran threat (an army of 45,000, organized
into 12 armored and 24 mechanized infanty bttallorl. a nation.
at guard battalion, and 2.600 min battle tanks)," the Egyptian
would probaby want to ret~n at least half of their army diviion
at home. Thus planners cwWl count on one airmored. one
mechanized, and three infantry divisions from Egyp as being
availabl fr operations in Ir an.- Moover. while heavy units are
desiable in Iran, infantry divitionre w o e easily and rapidly
doployed. The fitanfe involved is the same as for US forest
that would use Egyptin base, MaWo effienocies would result it
even a portion of t" Planned deplo"men of US units to the re-
gloll from~ te continental United States werea not leqwtre(

In k4y 1961. Saudi Arabia Kuwati. fahrain, )atar, the
United Arab Dwiriad Ortian formeod the Gulf Cooperation
Council. a collective regiona diefense system The council is said
to Include a point mtilitary str Ike lorce, a colleetive air defense
system. anM a point miltary coimrd." Although domestic vio.
lIsce and threats 1rom the lslsarc tevolution It% Iran contribued
to etlshntof the council. it was also a response to the So-
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viet invasion of Afghanistan. Thus, the regional states share a
common interest in countering the growth of Soviet influence in
the region, notwithstanding their desire to downplay ties with the
United States. Therefore, the member states might be willing to
cooperate in planning to counter a Soviet incursion into Iran. per-
haps in conjunction with planning to counter the thr eat posed by
Khomeini.

In the absence of an immediate external threat, the United
Arab Emirates might provide one division (equivalent), with only
light armored vehicles, lor Iranian operations. These forces are
primarily controlled by Abu Dhabi. But analysts do nw consider
them to be an effective fighting force, and internal turmoil in the
United Arab Emirates makes any external deployments highly
unlikely. Although some observers are optimistic about the fu-
ture of this collective, others are pessimistic to the point of pre-
dicting that the United Arab Emir ates will be one of the fir t Gulf
states tn succu~mb to tadical pressures.16 Therefore, no United
Arab Emirates units are conidered available for operations in
Iran.

Bahirain, Kuwait. Osatr and Oman together might provide
aniother division equivalent, But Bahrain an~d 0Otar have very Im-
ited military capabilities, andl Bahrain, inl parti~uar, harbors a
signiicant radical element in its society. Hefte it might be better
not to Otomote* a major conventiona force buildu in thoe two
countr ies, the only ones in the region nt caught up in the ar ms
face (although Barain contracted lot it first lot Ighlt i early
1g82). 1 Kuwait has only one armored brigade with-even a token
militafy capability againstl a nation Wt Iraq or Iran~1 Because
Kuwaitl is primariy coened about the Irasi thr eat, a is unlWely
ftht any Kuwaiti fores wouid be made available lot ooetations
in Iran This leaves Oman, the only country other than Iraq anti
Iran with forces that hav combat expeto Omnani fOceS are
wel supported and are admvis by sOoe GM0 Brtiihi military pet.
Sonnel. Howevef, it is likel the Sultan wolt locus on the threat
fro0m SOUth Yemen. which has An army of 22.000 Otgaml~ed in I
armxod brigade, I cadrted infantry brigades, anid cadted ma.
rino brgadie 0 Thus. arnong thes remaiig (Gull states it would
not be prudent to plan fW afy combatt formations lot Iranian,
operaions
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Saudi Arabia would probably best concentrate available
combat forces on interior defense. particularly the oilfields,
guarding against possible incursions from Iraq and South Ye-
men. Thus, only a token Saudi force should be counted on for
combined operations in Iran.

The next major Source of ground combat power is Jordan.
Howeve.,. like Egypt. Jordan would be concerned about immedi-
ate territorial defense, in this instance aganst Syria. The Syrian
Army consists of 170,000 men organized into four armored and
two mechanized divsions anid four additional brigades.* Thus,
assuming the Syrian threat persists, Jordan would want to keepI most of its combat formations at home. One Jordanian mfthan-
ized division might be made available for Iran, and if Israel were
to position its forces against the Syrian border, a Jordanian ar-
mored divsio might be made available.

Iraq could be a prime Source for ground forces, notwith-
standin the destruction of several divisions in the war with Iran
in IMS. However, IraQ's political alignmen cannot be deter-
mined now; thus, no Ifa" forces are factored into the current
equation as bein varabe to operate agais Soviet formations
in Iran. If a Soviet ww*"sio were to caupe Iraqis to shift alignmrent
to the WeSt. Itaq dwviions would add shgniticantiv to the defns
effort. However, Iran would not be exected to permit the deploy-
ment of Its orces on If anan ltrritory. Although the* Ilaqi lotces,
performed Pooly in Sustained o0eration afaftl Iean, they have
gainedu'potant combatelprec Undoubtey. UJS $Mgs-
tical sapr ouldA be required, but the Mil~aed Stales. would ex-
petience great diffculty in helpn 0tao ftaions equipped with
Soviet Ooft materi

liran probably wouod opposea a Sovme invasion with not only
the regular forces showni in table, 4-1 but also its 400.000 re-
serw*s and 75.000 paraMiitary foicesi.,' Thu", although tran's
pattici~aion has nol been facted kio tIS equaion, It 1s 0ossi-
ie that it might Solicit Outside asista and cooperate in a de-

Nowe eft. In view of tOe US listicall reationship that existed
with Ithe ~.ah III would be somewha easie for W theUted States
to supI Iranian 1orces equipped witht US miaterel OWa to sluip-
Port oters in the reon. Su~t as Iraq
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The potential sensitivity of the Arab-Israeli situation pro-
cludes the planned use of Israeli ground combat formations out-
side that nation's borders. This is unfortunate, as they are the
elite force in the region. These forces could, however, be used
indirectly, as indicated ear her. to "free up- Arab units. Israeli for-
mations also could be pooled a a strategic reserve for a "last
ditch"* defense when regional senstfivities might be disregarded.

Finally, Pakistan appears to be the other malor regional
source of ground forces; indeed, some Pakistani units are al-
ready in SauQ% Araba. But employment of Pakistani forces
aganst the Soviets in Iran would undoubtedly precipitate Soviet
strikes against, and Perhams an invasion of, Pakistan. Such ain
outcome would be a highly undiesirable one, conv~deing; the Jalti-
cully the United Sttes would experience, in heliping to defen
Pakistan in a worldwide war The best option would seem to be to
encourage Pakistan to sw to its own national defense. Thus, no
Pakistani forces are considefed availaible for operations against
Soviet forces outside Palustan.

In swmmrty, six d~veions-five Egypian. and one 0powby
MwO) Joidaniar-mig be amaiable to be employed against a So-
vilfur wn i te fWa.inh f S ry ututs. Moreover,

awtably welt. Plannin for such con~bawW uOratons woAd help
to sohidt US-Arab relatis aw4 salricarly *raw*c the US toe

gOn pstion Ined i a suffiein Prehostilies Mstrtegic con-
*oau wre reached, plaraing for such a cwfied defe

**ul aid the US posiio wanw by. Furthe, such planning
fot lan dewfeneaturally folows and CO-rtwimnts cutrent US
efforts to develop a Vegional &f def~s

Unfortunaly, any early consensus abou the Soviet threal
iswltel "IV ThU. oopeaiW e dere*s e~6rt should locus nlow
an viaegioal tats, a osition MmW A aga amuwsrtan W
pwa to be sOW"in Io sk*@edy." Conentratgon the wint
po onw I~a O'wth necessity to toess, fot an antli4oviiet
staegi consenu amo lend. ironiay, to "hl attetion I orn
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Israel. (However. Some Sccomme4dhtior in the Arab-Israeli dij-
pute over Palestine is essential fur stability in the region.) This
new focus does not mean that previous US efforts Should be

v dropped, but rather that US activiies direct"d against countering
Soviet influence Should be givervn ssVisibility-

Focusing on the intraregiunat w'obtein is dangerous. With
the RDJTF Headquarters as the primary planning agent !or the
region, it may appear that Ith emphasis is shifting to US inter-
ventiW planning. But this W11f may be counterpfoductive. The
ROJTF will be lfreve tminted a~s a US force d'intervention- Thu,
the US leadership must be sophtiticoted and maintain low visztl-
ty.t US involvement should be tied to regiomiel defense efforts.

One observer has wisely, counsalitd a "looser posture, "not tying
ourselvyes to any particular tegitie"

One sensitive aspec of us"n regional forces lor the roie
contemplated is that the support wnd particto are desira"l,
whether or not US Army forces at* Oeployed to the region. In the
near term although the Armrry is considering te deplioyment of
forces (rawn from the 31/ divisions altioad for planning, re-

iona fores Could comriletely offset US Ay formations in
numbers and petrhas in firepower 4conmserig the type of units
to be deployed) if not in quaity and retlabllty Adriillofty in a cr1.
us5 it may be desiabl t0 de0l" a US Army division rapidy to the
region for de4trent Pposes But it would not Imff necessaery
to deploy follow-on US Army comnbat forr'aiions. assuming ro-
giona Main would suport the concept With the 82d Miborne
Division twnich is not commited to NATO) as the lead elmet.
no deoradation Ol the forma US Army cond inent to NATO
would a&pea to be necessary

It is Wflotat to note tnwt the mission lot the" foices
would be to interdict and blunt "we mvemeI boutth of Soviet fto#-
rMhtOrS ike the us fores. on IOECU would prim'r ily seve
to daew a Sove invsio and itf ta wete to fsi would Counter
Ithe Attack and sek to dissuade the sooviets from" contiuin

4 b~~~outh Such operaW4ns includin delain actins, are mote in

line with f~tel hektairY capdi; backed by us koot
It mayt be posasile to Sacwr 04Xpor from Jap an ed from

Etsopma ans to Irince goe uogriadig of seleclod regional
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forces for the role contemplated, If such a program were undor.
taken. regional forces could offset the out-year projection for US
Army forces.

Offering Buitish, French, and possibly US military advisers
to the regional aimed forces involved in the postulated combined
defense Pilanning could serve as a support"n initiative. The op-
tion offers an excellent opportunity to: increasing allied involve-
menit in the Southwest Asia defense effort. In addition, certain
countries in the region Iiave a role to play in military assistance.
In the past Egypt hait provirded advisers to North Yemen. Jordan
is now advrising Oman's internal security forces,' and Saudi
Aratia ha~i considered replacing US advi~sers with representta-
tives from Turkey an Pakistan- 4 The United States should sup-
port these highly laudiatory initiatived. They permit the United
Stales mot only to matintain a low visiblity but to cooot selected
states into the regional defenise ef I. e.g.. Turkey. In combina-
tion with the previously ntlonod security assistance pro-
grams. these activities should *ipatid the Westefrn Presece in
t region thereby enhavcing US influece. Moreover, in the
framework of an o"tall global strategy, this concept is antirety
in accord wit the US policy of xioiting allI and other If ridly

V capa"11ta9

This o~o carries a potenti awger. Because the most
probabl thre*at to regiona Stability is internal unrest Waher than
Soviet agresaiOn. qesesnq the miitry force. in the region
mayf hhve a ft"WW"tn ifuence - Aftu the option would

* rle@ US Army forces to comoentraW on NATO, excesuive mihlty
bidu withn Southwet Asia could precpitte "h very crisis
the Unite Stale Seekso to avoid Wu thu regional Alms r ace is ai-
ready uridilrway, and it would seM to ba in the West t% inter est to
seek to inluenmiitary 0"9"ffm~w" in t%# region onry mtod.
00 twre goals 3o sct o paOnRcted howsiror to WoStW We t
ifteress W-11" Mot undermning the currant 11Moct W~ sabdiy
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OPTION 5 DO NOT RETAIN US ARMY COMBAT UNITS
IN THE CARIBBEAN BASIN

Access to the Panama Canal is no longer considered vital
because the largest wars?'ips and tankers can no longer mak~e
the transi The cur rent buildup ifl US naval forces further te-
duces its importance. The canal does, however. remain impor-
tent to the US economy and national security, particularly in a
worldwide war,- thus, security of the canal is a key issue. Never-
theae*", the issue must be considered and the riski evaluated
relative to other regiional requiremeiints.

The US Army is now responsible, for the land defense of the
Fianama Canal. (it requested by Panam. the Army could also as-
Sine responsibility lor Security of the new oil pipeline that itray
cries the country.) The thr eat to the camal includes potential air
strikes from Cuban aircraft (refueled in Nicaragua) and Soviet
submarines. but the main Isand challeng is sabotage ot small
guerilia teams, The ground force problem is essentially one of
loal security around specifiC k"y pomis, such as darm the mar -
row cana passages. and the locks. These Pwits are critical be-
case fte eauipmet is on.sokiinwd; an erio damage, would
be ditficul' to repair Repaoment palts lor tMe locks wouw have
to be fabricated. If a shV werep sunk in one of the narrow pas.
sages seveal days woud be requred to clear the fout*

For ca"a deW fete 193d Infanity Bigade is perinnent
ly Stateoned in Panamra. The bigade i organge *0t one mech.
aneed and two infanry battlions, one infanty bat tation Nis one
&4wnvrteqakfle onray in a wa~w crim.S the 193d Stigade
could be -w~ by othe kwci~s. th Army hasl yet anohee und
CW ift OW C~ben 11egion.10 h WO Sepa11111ate1 Ifnty 6111-

"ad. Puerbo &iW NaWtsf Guard
WOt Panama OWel, Me o0y wln oull 9toud Woec is the

Gusto& Natina. 10 ritle corripwa. Thet of mmes conipanies
opeat in the vicinity of owe Cana The UrAWO States. has WVn
scogh to elveed toe Go""~ Nationa mn a mwoe trlitional
armyi oegamlaon-OmAVwg Visat COul be morte ipotat as
fte imacied ULedW States swoush* in 1900 drws cloam But

OW Guardka Natial is pirAV a pOhtiCV. and affy seCOndiul
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a military, organization. The Panamanian authorities appear re-
luctant to reorient the organization that undergirds governmental
authority.

One observer has estimated that two military police battal-
ions could handle the canal security task. The "presence" role
of the 193d Infantry Brigade constitutes another issue. Indeed.
the role of Army forces is very important throughout Latin Amer-
ica. so the presence of US Army forces in Panama carries more
weight with regional authorities than the presence of other serv-
ice forces.4' It is therefore important that no effort be made to
withdraw the brigade from its normal peacetime presence mis-
sion, particularly in the aftermath of the Falklands crisis. In other
then a general war, US forces would probably best fulfill general
peacetime missions.

In a worldwide war, however, we must question the pru.
dance of deploying separate infantry brigades in the Caribbean
region for low-risk security tasks whle defense of the West's
position in Europe and Southwest Asia hangs in the balance. This
is not to argue that the Western Hemisphere is less impor.
tant-indeed, it ranks ahead of Eurasia: the suggestion here is to
weigh the risks involved in the several theaters from a global per.
Upective. What ae the alternatives)

Having secured lull sovereignty over all Panamanian terri-
tory, the government of Panama certainly wants to improve its
national defense capility, However, local authorities have

been reluctant to make the changes US authorities deem neces-
sary. In view of the treaty requirement lot a US withriawal by
the end of ft century.* more attention wilt he" to be given to
Panamanian defense capabilities during a global crisis, notwith-
stlandling recomnndations aerein regarding the wartime rede-
ployment of the 193d Infantry Brigade Wtth a population of two
milion, Panama has th demr1ogrAi base to supOit an ex
pianded defens form The major problem will be financial.

Other states in Latin America have a vested interest in de-
e 1 of the canal. Iot they alt derive great eomnoic benefit
rImi a smoolhly ooerating canal. But there is probably no single

lintnational apnc that would be wing to coordinate canal de-
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fense. and Panama might oppose a proposal for one as Interfer-
ing with its national prerogatives.

The Rio Treaty does obligate member slates to come to the
aid of other signatories in the event of a threat from outside the
hemisphere The problem for the United States is convincing
Latin governments that a threat exists. The Organization of
American States is an unlikely posibility; it is not a military alli-
ance. Its organization provides for a defense committee, but by
design. it has never been convened. The history of the Organiza,
tion of American States clearly points to a continued political
orientation for that body in the future. The Inter-American De-
tense Board does indeed have a planning mission for the region.
and it has examined the canal detense issue in general terms.
Sul the board. also. by design has no implementation body or au-
thority. Any elicarts toward better regional defense coordination

p will unidoubtedly have to be worked throughi US leadership on a
bilateralI or selected multilateral basis.

Table 4-2 identifies a number of potential regional sources,
other tnan Panama, for g'ound forces to replace the US br igades
planned for canal and regional defense. Venezuela is already in-
volved in regional deforse planning with the United Stotes; for
example, in early 1 g82 the United States decided to sell t F-I 6
aircraft to Venezuela. Unfortunately, Venezuela and Panama
*ere vocifros Opponents of the United States during the Falk.
lands crisis. Yet. the Veneluelan Government is very concerned
about the expanding threat Ifr Cuba and has a major defense
improvement progr am underway. With the army forces currently
available, Venezuela could easily replace US forest in the canial
security role and assume security respoinsbliies for critical a.-
cifil i n the Antilles chain outside Puerto Rico. Within the Antil-
les, secur ity is geographically compatible, enabling Venezluela, to
organize a coordinated joint air, naval, AMd ground force defen~
effort in the Antilles subregion. The canal defens role could be
coordinated with Colombia. Developinig these intetteled func.
Ions would be an excelent way to expan the defense effort for
the entire region.

T"e next possibility is Colombia. idesally suited geograph-
icaly to help defend te canal The Coombian Army also has
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Tabe 4-2 PoeMtMM PaeV*mt l a Puse Cael
Demee Poie

Aedn
Cowsli ArMY SWhgIM Mew CoAmatPemuea

Venezuela 27.000 1 armored brgde
I cavalry battalion
2 mechanized battalions

11 infantry battalions
3 rlnger battalions

Colomba 37.000 10 infantry briades
I ranger battalion
I airborne battalion

Ecudor 30.000 6 diviona (nominal)
I hOrn cavalry regmert
I airborne battalion
I presidential golrd battalion
0 independent corraies (cadre

battalion)
Peru 75,000 12J divisions OO ize)

I oreidetil qurd calry division

3 arored teconna'aaance squad

&azit 162.750 6 divisions
2 Infantry bfgsdin

airborne bigad
5ungOe battalions

Agepntina 130.000 6 armorod cavalry regiments
3 intantrybrgades
3 mountain brigades
1 jun4l brigad
I a boirne brigee

oie 53.000 7 cavalry regiments
24 infantry regiments

twice The -fwnto hode ito Uralege buwes. The A"SiaBaanctlop-82&~om : If, lost),
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forces extant, fully capable of replacing US forces in Panama
during a major global crisis. Although Colombia would probably
agree to provide assistance in defense of the canal, Panama
might oppose the presence of Colombian forces on its territory,
in view of their history. But such sensitivity could likely be over-
come in the event of a serious threat to the canal.

Ecuador and Peru, on the Pacific side, have forces suitable
for assisting in the ground security roles, but neither country is
likely to dispatch forces to Panama. Ecuador's primary security
concern is a continuing border dispute with Peru, and Peru must
look to protecting its border with Ecuador and the Bolivian-
Chilean border in the south . Canal security, although important,
ranks behind these more immediate security problems.

Brazil, Argentina, and Chile all have significant numbers of

army units capable of performing the security role in Panama,
but because Panama is more Central AmericalCaribbean orn-
enled, it is unlikely that these countries would be invited to par.
ticipate in the canal defense role. Argentina, particularly, is not
likely to engage in any highly visible planning efforts over the
near term that involve the United States.

The best alternative embraces aggressively upgrading
Panamanian capabilities for unilateral canal defense and pro.
moting a collective subregional defense effort with Colombia and
Venezuela in a reinforcing role. Colombia would cover the Pacif-

ic side and Venezuela the Atlantic quarter. If the border dispute
between Colombia and Venezuela prevents such collaboration, a
joint Panamanian-Venezuelan effort is an alternative,* If the ex-
ternal threat increases (perhaps small units infiltrate into Pana-
ma directly from Cuba or overland from Nicaragua). Panama
might call for outside reinforcements. Such a collective endeav-
or is exactly the platform needed to build up a regionwide
defense. A defense effort like this would require significant US
military assistance and an agreement providing US logistical
support to any forces committed operationally. However, Pana.
ma would certainly have a veto over the forces selected to par-
ticipate in operations on its territory.

To make this collective defense effort hang together, the
United Stales must maintain a "presence" in the region and pro-
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vide the wherewithai and leadership, but three combat infantry
brigades are not necessary for this purpose, particularly during a
worldwide conflict, Without question, Army forces have a unique
role in Latin America. But many US units, including Army forces.
would probably be operating in and staging through the region in
a major crisis, all of which would reinforce the "presence" mis-
sion.

For similar reasons, security must be provided for facilities
in Puerto Rico. In a worldwide conflict, Puerto Rico would un.
doubtedly be a target for subversion and terrorist attacks. But in
view of the more serious Situation in Europe and Southwest Asia,
it is not unreasonable to consider passing the local security mis-
sion along to local police authorities. What may be necessary is
establishing a militia for the island, similar to those state forces
organized in the United States during World War II after the Na.
tional Guard was mobilized.$'

A more serious oroblem concerns the threat from Cuba and
the possible need to invade the island to remove that threat. In
the worldwide war scenario this study considers, the United
States might very well carry out operations against Cuba. The im.
portance of this r luirement will have to be weighed against oth-
of global demands." It is also possible that regional states could
pr ,ve the ground forces to commit against the Castro regime it
a land campaign were directed.

The discussion so far Mumes a compatibility of interests
between the United States and Latin America regarding the So-
viet threat. In fact. Latin American states are seeking to avoid
involvement in 1he superpower conlrontation. u The Falklands
crisis created a cleavage that will persist for a IO time. Like Ja-
pan, the Latin American states might remain neutral in the event
of global war,"

Nevertheless, while "deep poverty and poita repression
at home" are more responsible than Ideology is fot regional
strife, many Latin American couniris do fear the threat Posd by
Soviets-uppofted Cuba. The United States must use this com.
mon concern to develop a regional defense capability that can
be exploited for local contingetcies and global war. In a broader
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context, the administration already is considering the use of
Latin American industrial capacity to augment limited natioal
resources during a mobilization. Militarily, regardless of whether
a collective security arrangement evolves, the United Slates
may not be able to leave critical combat forces in the region dur-
ing a global war.

In all, the United States could divert from one to three infman
try brigades, acclimated to warm weather, from the Caribbean
region to handle more important tasks As with the option of rely-
ing on states In Southwest Asia, thi5 alternative is in accord with
the national command authorities' efforts to exploit fully the cap-
abilities of the Afies and other friendly nations. The military as-
sistance and logistical support entailed would be a cheap price
to pay for an evolving regional defense effort that would permit
the United States to play an economy-of4orce role in the region.

OPTION & 00 NOT RVINFORCE ALASKA WITH
GROUND FORCES

At present the Army has permanently stationed the 172d In-
fanlry Brigade in Alka. along with the famous Alskan Scouts.
In a major orfliC, the United Slates could r'ntore Alaska from
the continental United States. The issue is whether the threat
justifies such reinforeiment, that is, whether the reinforcing unit
would not be better employed elsewhere.

The ground threat the Soviets pose to Alaskan territory is

generally limited to small teams of naval infantry or regular army
forces, with limiled air support. The Soviets probably would not
sek to mure a maj lodgrmnt on North America

The 172d Infantry rigade (whoae headquarters are in Fort
Richardson. Allska) is organized as three infantry battalions (in.
cding one airborne company in each battalion). The Alaskan
Scouts, actually the 207th Infantry Group (Scout), Army National
Guard. Include more than 2.000 personnel organized Into five
scout baltalions. each averaging almost 400 personnel. With
light weapons and special communications eulpment, this force
can cover vast amounts of territory, primarily on foot (lke the
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1 72d Infantry Brigade). Nonorganic aviation assets that can lift a
company are available in Alaska, but this capability is very lim.
ited. given the territory to be covered. However, considering the
extreme environmental conditions, the limited threat, and the
greater risk in Europe and Southwest Asia these forces would
seem to be adequate.

But. the vastness of the region and the fact that it is US terri.
tory support the need for additional ground forces to protect vital
facilities and lines of communications." The Alaskan oil pipeline
could be especially important it access to Sat oil were to be
cut off. From a global perspective, however, Other theaters are
subject to far greater risks than Alaska faces, so reinforcement
of Alaska's defenses seems problematical. Although the United
States might need to make Other arrangements in the event the
situation in the Pacific theater deteriorates, particularly in the re.
gion adjacent to Alaska," Alaskan reinforcements should be to.
cused elsewhere.

OVERALL PERSPECTIVE ON OPTIONS

Clearly, we have options foi better using US Army forces in
a global war, especially for forces countering a Soviet invasion of
Southwest Asia. If Europe and Southw~st Asia are considered
alone, NATO commitments must be reduced to meet require-
menis for Southwest Asia. A Southwest Asian focus for the US
Marine Corps, however, would permit the Army to concentrate
on European defense.

From a global perspective, more than two divisions (equiva.
lent) could be withdrawn or reoriented from Latin America. Alas-
ka, or Korea. This Includes the one to two divisions remaining in
the continental United States as a strategic reserve, In addition.
with training and support the states in Southwest Asia could aug
ment US forces with at least six divisions.

//A
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EW PEOPLE enoy thinking about the difficult decisions

that will be fequired in a major crliss, Much Of this feluc.

tance to tackle the tough questions is due to the wide ga
botween strategy and forces, the result of allowing the US do-
lense establlshment to atrophy for many years. But strategy in.
volves making the tough choices. Ranking the world's regions
and fully expiolting all available combat power are absolutely
essential for effective war planning. If our resources are inade-
quate, some important tasks will remain undone because the lim-
Iead forces alslat10o will be conitted to regions deemed more
Important.

TH TOUGH CHOCIS

AN this points up the need. repeated throuhout this study.
to supply the proper resources to the Army to Wlil h assigned
rote In the national security equation, In combat power aloe. the
Army equires aditional forces equal to about one-fifth of the
curfent toal Army structure. Vith such a shortfall, the situation
will be nip and tuck should the nation becom involved n a major
conflict with the Soviet Union,

This does not mean the United States is now fully exipolting
the re Ources available. The eason R thisOt presumed ineti.
cincy st many. perhape the fundamental reason is that the
United mtn tends to develop only general strategic guidelines
which permit national leaders to avoid the diffilt choices until a
crisis evolves. But wilhoul sharp ranking of national security ob
jectivos, and the worlds regions, definitive global plrarinIs irn-

,U
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possible, In this study. using the current military strategy,
enough clear options have been found to provide a framework
against which to examine the possible allocation of the limited
US Army forces available by fiscal year 1987. Indeed. we found
in some areas perhaps too many forces are being allocated
while in other more vital regions resources are inadeQuate.

RATIONALIZING THE GLOBAL VIEW

In chapter 4 a number of options for rationalizing the use of
available Army combat forces as discrete entities were exam-
ined. From a review of these options we may draw the following
conclusions:

1 Current military reQuirements outside Europe do not in
themselves necessarily dictate a reduction in formal commit-
ments o1 Army forces to NATO. although some reduction in the
commitment of Army and Marine Corps forces may be desirable.
If we consider the relative importance, of the other regions. the
potential role of the US Marine Corps. and the relative risks in.
vohved, other sources for combat power appear to be available
Some unit-tot-unit exchanges may be called fwr, such as placing
all RDJTF forces in the "other forces" category in the OPO. If
MAP were to replace an Army division in the RDJTF. the Army
could replace a NATO "earmarked" mechanized infantry divi-
sion in the OPO with a light d&vision, thereb leaving the mechan-
izd unit free to support the Marine Corps.

The status ot US forces notwithstanding. t European al-
lies should aggresiel organize and squ" now reserve combat
units from the massie trained manpoXlwer pool available, Regard-
less of the leve of US supor, the serious sholl in NATO
relative to Ithe Warsaw Pact makes ti allied effort absolutely
essiential. Moreover, because US units beyond the 10dvvr D-
Day #owe@ cannot reach the European theater rapidly, European
sources are essential

The timnate decision regarding the level of US Army forces
comiited to NATO remains a politicall one, US Marine Corps
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forces of other forces outside Europe could fulfill non-NATO
tasks. and the United States could curtail or eliminate some of its
less important commitments outside Europe. These actions
would release resources that could mitigate the apparent neces,
sity for the United States to reduce its NATO commitment.
Alternatively, the United States could choose to maintain its
commitments outside Europe at the level stipulted: such a deci-
sion would eventually dictate some reduction in US forces allo-
cated to European defense. Some change in US commitmnt to
NATO may be desirable it only to force the allies to recognize
current inequities.

2. For planning a worldwide war, the bulk of US Marine
Corps forces should be concentrated in Southwest Asia with a
reduction in the Marine Corps commitment to NATO. Some of
the Mar ine Corps for ces committed to NATO, including all avail.
able amphibioust lift. are already beinig considered for employ.
went in Southwest Asia The additional potential degr adation to
NATO would amount to the loss of a Marine Amphibious Force
without sea log. Presumably. SACEUA would prefer to retain
ArmV divsions tha to trade them fwor imobile Maime Corps
units Marine Corps units now focused on Korea could be di-
veoted to Southwest Asia, because these Pacific-based units aW
peer to have no signiicant role in Northeast Asia, they would be
better used in Soulthwest Asia Furthermore. in a worldwid cti
sis these WniS woul ptobably get prionl ilt ot deploymeont to
the Persian Gulf region but they probably would not have "n pri.
otity for US resouces, for a relocation from Okiuaa to Korea

The concentration ot Mar ine Corps uits in the Gulf region
would not completel eliminate the need lor some Army combat
forces fthe Elements of the SWd Aftirone ODvsion win probabY
continue to serve as a auick-t ectio force Aftr W4 Marins
were establihed in the region, t 82d Airbo Drison could
be withdawn and held in strategic reserw, ~ie contiol of the
nationral command authornres- The eed remmn for heav
mechanaar forces to rsrow e the larine Coops forms.
tion. Unti states in O thergion are peepisted to hel such units.
tOe Armv Im)c5w*4 divw * 0 be requied for operation in
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Southwest Asia. Current efforts by the Marine Corps to increase
firepower and enhance antiarmor capabilities notwithstanding,
Mafrn Corps formations will not be abl& to sustain operations
against Soviet forces without augmentation. The heavy units di-
veited from Europe can be replaced with light divisions. It is. of
cour so, posarb that states in Southwest Asia could provide this
expanded augmentatioin as well. The ultimate decision on wheth.
ef to re" on US of regional mechanized a" armored forces will

depen on the mission, the readiness of the regional forces, the
politia situation in the region, and the relative priority of South.

As long as the serious sOritfall in amphibious lift continues,
t all-Marin* Corps option for Southwest Asia will have mnerit.
The Marine Corps will not have the moblity to play the role of a
global strategic reserve, at least through fiscal yeart 1987.

3 The 2d Infantry Division shoud remain in K~orea as long
as US ground forces live ereoued there The political and eco.
nomic Costs of replacing the divsion with Mar ine Corps forcos
are not worth the candle. WMoreve, the Pacificbased Marine
Corps units can be better utilized 61i Southwest Asia ito relieve
Army units for Euro),

The wmponanee 04 the "td infaintry Division in t he perception
of North amo South Koea and its poton between Seoul and the
DWJ fat outweig the siz and relative firepower it ptovbdes The
diviios true 0invEico is politica ad f notfuitry. If, how,
eOe. the ited Stales Weire to consider drawing down the Armty
1orCO presence In the rgOr. the 2d Inflantry Dvision Could be to-
Olacd Willi Mr ing Corps units.

. Any Iraotsf in US groun torCe plrwi 1or Southwest
Ani ntWOtstR . tOW Unite State shoud seek to bWWl Up
effective mechoaie Wri arfiwd uit withi weected stales
in the 16W The dynarnic of fte Eutape.outhwest Asia ov-
eNW . A w~ton alSh OWa thw United Slawe alon will nire

be abl0t depOW adequat I& aft rePionW egioin to

b M4 oM*/, W . w~k4l itcu
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The buildup Of local ground forces would be ,art of a region
at defense effort, fully supported by US-allied security assis-
lance, probably including advisers. A US-supported command
and control system, tactical air and naval forces, strategic mobil.
ity, and logistical support are part of this larger matrix, Above all,
gional endeavor, and thus maintain low visibility.

It will probably be necessary for the Army to provide the imi-

tial teaction force and plan to field at least one heavy division to
bolster the regional formations and US Marine Corps units. But
limiting the Army commitment tn one or two divisions could per-

mit the Army to sustain its current formal commitment to NATO
with changes only in the type units involveO.

5. The Army should plan lot securing the Caiftean region
in lk global war scenario, but it should not set aside units
soecifically to that taW. deally, as the units involved now are
acclimated to warm weathe, they should be considieed for em.
p*Oynent in Southwest Asa

Aul hoqti in Pueto Rico should devefo local security
measures. pathalw witht a ternlorial mnilitia Venezuela, fully sup,
potted by US security awstnce, should asurne iesponsility
lot sAcurity missions in the Antilles c In tlh event Venezuea
demurs. tie region sOu lelt wunpttecod by ma US Army
combat lorces

The Pa ania GLardia NatIonal, IrtOpoved with US Wecu
r ity asitace. souA assum tesOorWAbW I Wo W l dese o
the Pam Ca"a A reastic assiesment of the tas uggests
that two sma secukit batans t the "quv1aent) could Pahe
the oWulated threalt It is not naCessay to fehicalle the US
lmce alocated lw detening the canal

Whue nttiatenal dlense of he Panamw a Caa is ptoay
not a prudeat ocot".e, Me Uni td States VxKl encooage do,
weko~eot a n lateral loice hat could respond to any W
W IW crts in the rgiton It ia s this MaConIt tetl We n
ltes wto o w sagnahciatanify iancreed PanManianc

t0M eginal d0ieW foces
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6. The United States should continue to plan for the rein.
forcement of Alaska in a major crisis, but planners should con-
sider the use of the force involved for commitment wherever
required. For example, it could be allocated to the Strategic
Reserve of the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (in lieu of
Marine Corps forces diverted to the Gulf region), perhaps for use
on NATO's northern flank.

In summary, review Of the planned use of Army combal for-
mations in a worldwide war suggests that some reallocation of
resources is In order. This study presents a bleak picture of the
United States as a world power in decline, having to scrub down
every minor unit in seeking to offset the global threat posed by
the Soviet Union-and this, in only truly vital areas. To preserve
the West's position in Europe and a foothoWl in Southwest Asia.
the United States will have to leave some important regions es.
sentially uncovered by US forces. Deciding to do this will be diffi.
cult, but the decision is dictated by the existing mismatch
between the stated strategy and available forces.

N"1
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COHORT ....... Cohesion, Operational Readiness and Train-
ing

CRAF ........ Civil Reserve Air Fleet
DMZ ........... Demilitarized Zone
DPQ ........... Defense Planning Questionnaire
IRR ............ Individual Ready Reserve
JCS ........... Joint Chiefs of Staff
JSPD ........ Joint Strategic Planning Document
MAB ........... Marine Amphibious Brigade
MAC ........... Military Airlift Command
MAF ........... Marine Amphibious Forces
MSC ........... Military SealifI Command
NET ........... not earlier than
NDRF .......... National Defense Reserve Fleet
PERT .......... Program Evaluation and Review Techniques
POM ........... preparation for overseas movement
POMCUS . prepositioning of materiel conligured to unit

sets
RDF-A ......... Rapid Deployment Force-Army
RDJTF ......... Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force
SAC ........... Strategic Air Command
SlOP ........... Single Integrated Operational Plan
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